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SUMMARY
We wish to report three improvements to existing statistical methodology that uses
dominant marker data to infer population genetic structure. Through a comparative study
of the bias, standard error and root mean square error (RMSE) of candidate estimators of
locus-specific null allele frequency and heterozygosity, we demonstrate the efficacy of our
proposed zero-correction procedure in reducing RMSE. Next, we show that ascertainment
bias induced by dominant marker-based methodologies can be corrected using a suitable
linear transform of sample average heterozygosity, leading to a nearly unbiased Bayes esti-
mator. Subsequently, we propose two ways of evaluating the maximum likelihood estimator
of average heterozygosity: one using the truncated beta-binomial likelihood, and another
using the expectation-maximisation algorithm. Simulation studies show that both have
negligible bias, and their RMSE may be lower than those of the empirical Bayes’s. Fi-
nally, we argue that the categorical analysis of variance (CATANOVA) framework, instead
of the commonly used analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA), is the appropriate one
for analysing genetic structure in a collection of populations where interest in intrinsically
centered on the latter. In the simplest nonhierarchical case, we show that the proportion of
total variation attributed to population labels implicitly estimates a measure of genetic dif-
ferention, which we call γ. When alleles in a locus correspond to categories in CATANOVA,
we show that γ is Wright’s FST if the number of alleles is two, and Nei’s GST , if more. Using
simulated data based on actual data sets, we reveal that the choice of which parameter to
use: the average of locus-specific γ (γ¯), or the compound parameter γM which weighs each
locus equally, can potentially lead to conflicts in interpreting population genetic structure.
Summary vi
Further simulations show that γ¯ is more or less insensitive to differences in relative sample
sizes of the populations, compared to γM . This finding suggests that conclusions regarding
the relative contribution of population labels to total genetic variation based on estimates
of γM are premature.
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CHAPTER 1
1.1.0. INTRODUCTION
The present thesis is an attempt to address several issues of interest, from a statistical
point of view, in the discipline of population genetics. Broadly speaking, the latter is con-
cerned with the study of processes that determine the genetic characteristics of a biological
population. It is, however, not an overstatement to say that all the rich hypotheses gener-
ated in this discipline amount to little, insofar as the advancement of the cause of science
is concerned, if they cannot be tested with data. Proper sampling schemes together with
suitable modelling assumptions are the mainstays of a coherent, evidence-based inferential
procedure. Fortunately, just as the theory of gravity is not invalidated because Earth is,
geologically speaking, not a perfect sphere, so too, are conclusions derived from statistical
tests under less than ideal compliance with the necessary assumptions. The trick, then, is
to find out how far we can push our luck before ending with a distorted view of things. Far
less attention has been given to this aspect than warranted.
In order to fully appreciate the problems considered in this thesis, it is necessary to grasp
some basic concepts of biology that underpin the study of population genetics. To this end,
we shall describe such concepts as needed, along with their attendant terminology in Section
1.2.0. Since the material in Section 1.2.0 are available in textbooks on undergraduate biology
(see, for example, Snustad and Simmons 2006), we shall not be extensively referencing them.
In Section 1.3.0, we give a preliminary account of three problems that form the subject of
investigation in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.
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1.2.0. BIOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES
One of the greatest epoch in biology that marks the transition from a state of relative
ignorance to one of exciting discoveries came, when Gregor Johann Mendel showed in 1866
that genetic characteristics of the pea plant are determined by “heritable factors”. The
full implications of his discovery, however, had to await rediscovery in 1900 by the biology
community. Since then, brilliant men and women have been busily working out details of
Mendel’s “factors” (in the chemical sense) and how they give rise to genetic phenomena.
At the risk of making modern molecular biology sound like the work of a handful of people
(untrue, of course), the physical and biochemical bases of Mendel’s “heritable factors” -
the gene (a term coined by Danish botanist Wilhelm Johanssen), eventually became better
understood through important discoveries made by Thomas Morgan, Oswald Avery, Colin
MacLeod, Maclyn McCarty, and of course James Watson and Francis Crick during the
first half of the 20th century (Sturtevant 1965). The definition of a gene is still a matter
of some disagreement among biologists, as pointed out by Pearson (2006). In population
genetics, however, a precise definition is not necessary, beyond the consensus that a gene is
an abstract variable that has one or more states. We shall adopt this definition and describe
the biological details sufficient for its understanding.
A model of the gene that has served biology well, though by no means complete, emerges
from current understanding of the nature of the chromosome. The latter is a physical
structure (observable under microscope) made up of coiled strings of deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) molecules. It functions as a major organiser of genetic material in eukaryotes, which
are organisms that have evolved compartments in their cells, thus sequestering genetic
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material in the nucleus away from the rest of the cellular contents. The gene (A) is a subset
of the string of DNA molecules organised into a particular chromosome (B), thus we say
“gene A is in chromosome B”. This subset contains important information that directs the
synthesis of molecules that maintain life, as we shall see later.
In animals and fungi, a collection of chromosomes characterize most, but not all, of
the genetic constitution of an organism, known as the “genome”. The remaining genetic
material are found in a cellular component (an “organelle”) called the mitochondrion (usu-
ally inherited solely from the female parent). In plants, additional extranuclear genetic
material, particularly those involved in photosynthesis, are found in the chloroplast. Each
chromosome may have more than a single copy. Thus we have haploids, diploids, triploids,
tetraploids, and generally, polyploids, depending on whether a chromosome exists in one,
two, three, four or more copies. Sexually reproducing organisms, which form a large per-
centage of known living species, are generally diploids; each of the male and female parents
contributes a single copy of a chromosome to the offspring. Structurally, the DNA molecule
is a polymer made up of subunits known as nucleotides. A nucleotide contains a nitroge-
nous base, of which there are four types: adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine. These
are commonly referred to in the biology literature using their capital initials (that is: A,
G, C, T). The gene then, consists of a collection of sequences of A,G,C and T. The length
and composition of this collection of sequences define a variant of the gene, known as an
“allele”. Let us consider an example of the infinite allele model (Kimura and Crow 1964),
which assumes that each mutation event generates a novel allele. Suppose the following five
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If we take the first one as a reference sequence, then the other four sequences are variants of
the first by virtue of their being different in composition and length. The second sequence
differs at the last position (A instead of T); the third sequence differs at the first (G instead
of A) and the eighth positions (T instead of A); the fourth base in the first sequence is
deleted in the fourth sequence; and the last sequence has three additional bases after the
ninth position. Collectively, these five types of sequences characterize the alleles of the
hypothetical gene. From a population genetic point of view, they may be simply labelled
as alleles Ai, where i = 1, 2, . . . , 5.
The word “gene” carries the connotation that its DNA sequences code for amino acid
molecules, which are the building blocks of protein molecules. The latter are an important
class of molecules that perform vital cellular processes, often functioning as enzymes that
catalyse biochemical reactions. A more general term to describe a DNA sequence that
contains length and composition variants is “locus” - a loosely defined term referring to
some position in the genome. It is thought that most of the loci in the genome of organisms
are neutral (Kimura 1983), in the sense that variants of a locus neither have injurious nor
beneficial effects on the reproductive success of its bearer under normal circumstances. For
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protein-coding genes, the effects of certain variants are nevertheless well-documented. In
diploids, depending on whether a particular allele of a gene is present in one or two copies,
the synthesized protein molecule may have altered activity, leading to observable traits
(often medical conditions in humans).
The existence of variants in a locus depends on the complex interplay of evolutionary
processes. Alleles of a locus are derived from an ancestral sequence through the process
of mutation - the latter being a general term that refers to diverse processes such as base
change, deletion and insertion, which alter the ancestral sequence. Once an allele has come
into existence, it may either establish itself in a population or become lost as a consequence
of selection or random drift. Selection refers to the preferential increase or decrease of the
(relative) frequency of an allele in a population as a consequence of “differential fitness
between genotypes” (Kimura 1983). Random drift refers to the process of fixation or loss
of an allele in a population purely as a matter of sampling error from a finite population.
Kimura’s neutral selection theory postulates that mutation followed by random drift is
the dominant factor in driving the frequency of an allele up towards fixation or down
towards extinction. In light of current finding that most of the genome of eukaryotes are
made up of sequences that do not have any apparent protein-coding function, the theory
of neutral selection may well be true for large numbers of loci. When an allele disturbs
the normal function of a gene, negative selection always works towards its removal from
the population. On the other hand, a new allele may enhance the relative reproductive
success of its bearer. Such alleles find themselves gradually displacing other alleles in the
population through positive selection. We should, however, be careful not to disregard
the environmental context when discussing selection. For illustration, consider the sickle-
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cell anaemia trait, which is common in Africa. There are two alleles (say, A1 and A2)
in the beta-globin gene, which is responsible for the synthesis of the beta-globin molecule
that forms part of the haemoglobin. The latter is a primary constituent of our red blood
cells. One of these alleles (say, A2), leads to the synthesis of a “defective” form of the
beta-globin molecule. Humans who have one (A1A2) or two copies of the A2 allele (A2A2)
tend to suffer medical complications that reduce their life expectancy. Intuitively, negative
selection should weed out the A2 allele. As it is, the A2 allele appears to be maintained
instead by balancing selection due to the prevalance of malaria in Africa. It turns out that
people who have at least one copy of A2 are more resistant to malaria infection than those
without one. The opposing forces of negative selection and heterozygote advantage thus
maintain the “defective” allele A2 in populations that are exposed to malaria infection.
Two common terms that describe the correspondence between a genotype and its phys-
ical expression, known as the phenotype, are “dominance” and “codominance”. An allele is
said to be “dominant” if its presence in a genotype always induces a particular phenotype.
Consider a two-allele locus, with alleles A1 and A2. If A1 is dominant relative to A2 , then
the genotypes A1A1 and A1A2 result in the same phenotype which is determined solely by
A1; if A1 is codominant relative to A2, then each of the three possible genotypes corresponds
to three different phenotypes. In terms of genotype-phenotype mapping, dominance implies
many-to-one mapping; whereas codominance implies one-to-one mapping. Hence, codom-
inant genotype data are easiest to analyse, while additional assumptions are necessary to
analyse dominant genotype data because of the lack of one-to-one correspondence between
genotype and phenotype.
To complete this section, we now describe a basic working model for the distribution
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of genotype proportions in a large, sexually reproducing diploid population under random
mating. The eponymous model known as the Hardy-Weinberg (HW) model was indepen-
dently proposed by the eminent British mathematician Godfrey Hardy and the German
physician Wilhelm Weinberg in 1908 (see Crow 1999 for an interesting historical account).
Its core result states that, if the locus considered is unaffected by evolutionary forces such
as mutation, selection, migration, or random drift, then an equilibrium distribution of the
genotype proportions is achieved in one generation of random mating. The parametric form
of the genetic proportions are completely specified by the allele frequencies, being given as
terms in the binomial expansion of (p1 + · · ·+ ps)2, where pi is the (relative) frequency of
the ith allele, and s is the number of alleles. In the simplest case of s = 2, the genotype




2), or much more simply as
(p2, 2p(1− p), (1− p)2) by dropping the subscripts.
The HW model fulfills an important role in population genetics as a null model for fal-
sification. Here is an example - if the observed genotype proportions in a randomly mating
population contradict expectations of the HW model (as measured using an appropriate
statistic), then the hypothesis of a neutral locus is unlikely to be true. Thus, statistical
theory provides the necessary rigour that justifies sample-based inference. Examples in-
clude what passes as “large” deviation from model expectation, Type I (rejecting the null
hypothesis when it is true) and Type II (not rejecting the null hypothesis when it is false)
errors. Furthermore, we can avoid unproductive research by understanding the limitations
inherent in a particular a statistical procedure. Lewontin and Cockerham (1959) gave a
good example of the practical difficulty - even impossibility, of falsifying certain hypotheses
of positive selection acting on particular genotypes of a locus using codominant data.
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1.3.0. BACKGROUND ON PROBLEMS AND THESIS ORGANISATION
One of the hallmarks of population genetics research is the extensive use of mathemat-
ical models. Because parameters of these models usually have biological interpretations,
biological hypotheses can be tested by attempting to reject expectations of a model using
appropriate data. Since it be impractical or even impossible to sample an entire population,
conclusions are necessarily based on samples. We need not be shy of making decisions on
the basis of samples if they have been obtained under appropriate conditions, and a frame-
work exists to quantify the probability of Type I and Type II errors. The whole business
of mathematical statistics thus exists to provide rigour to such procedures as necessary to
guide empirical decision-making. To satisfy statistical rigour, proper sampling procedures
must be in place, and estimators of relevant population genetic parameters should have
desirable statistical properties as well.
In both the data collection and analysis phase, departures from assumptions that justify
a particular procedure may result in misleading conclusions. Some kind of compromise be-
tween achieving statistical rigour and the scientific objective is unavoidable, however, since
assumptions used for deriving a procedure are often violated in real data sets. Nevertheless,
a statistical procedure may yet lead to fruitful decisions if violations of the assumptions are
not too severe.
We discuss the first problem in Chapter 2, which is motivated by developments in new
molecular techniques for the study of genome diversity. Compared with conventional tech-
niques, these alternatives are usually much more cost-effective, in terms of resources spent
per locus. When used to study genetic variation in diploids, the alternative methods suffer
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from the dominant nature of the generated data, which means that genotypes cannot be
scored unambiguously. For data generated using conventional methods, the genotypes are
usually codominant, hence estimation of allele frequencies is straightforward. How do we
estimate the allele frequencies, given such binary data? Some progress is possible if we
are willing to assume that a locus has only two alleles, and the genotype proportions of
a locus follow the HW model. Two solutions - one frequentist (Lynch and Milligan 1994)
and one Bayesian (Zhivotovsky 1999), have been proposed for tackling the problem of esti-
mating three population genetic parameters: locus-specific allele frequencies, locus-specific
heterozygosity, and average heterozygosity. Given dominant data, Zhivotovsky claimed
that the Bayesian method gives nearly unbiased estimators of average heterozygosity, citing
empirical support. We believe, however, that the empirical evidence proferred was misinter-
preted. To gain insight into the pros and cons of using a particular estimator, a comparative
approach based on theoretical considerations appears to be much more satisfactory. To this
end, we compare the bias, standard error and root mean square error of estimators of these
population genetic parameters. In addition, we show how to correct for ascertainment bias,
which is a type of bias induced by dominant marker-based methodologies, when estimating
average heterozygosity.
The focus in Chapter 3 is a set of population genetic parameters known as Wright’s
fixation indices (FIS , FIT , FST ), which are associated with Wright’s generalisation (1943,
1951) of the HW model and the partitioning of a superpopulation into several subpopula-
tions. Assuming that interest is focused on the study populations alone, Nei and Chesser
(1983) discussed the estimation of Wright’s fixation indices in detail. We, however, chal-
lenge an important assumption that they make - that the relative population size of each
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subpopulation is equal. Through a simulation study, we give explicit conditions that justify
or invalidate the equal weight assumption. As an extension of the current study to binary
data, we further investigate conditions that do not invalidate inferences based on FST when
dominant, instead of codominant data, are used for estimating FST .
In Chapter 4, we reassess the “analysis of molecular variance” (AMOVA) methodology,
which is a statistical method widely used to analyse genetic variation. Initially proposed by
Excoffier et al. (1992) for the apportionment of human mitochondrial DNA genetic variation
to three different sources of variation, it has since been extended to diploid data (Peakall
et al. 1995; Michalakis and Excoffier 1996). According to the ISI Web of Knowledge
database (2008 ; note: library subscription required), the 1992 paper by Excoffier et al.
has been cited at least 3000 times. Moreover, it is supported by a widely used software
called “Arlequin” (Excoffier et al. 2005), now in its third version. However, Excoffier
et al. were apparently unaware of an earlier work by statisticians Light and Margolin
(1971), which deals with ANOVA in the context of categorical data. We believe Light and
Margolin’s categorical analysis of variance approach (CATANOVA) is a more reasonable
method for studying natural biological populations. Pursuing this line of thought, we state
clearly the population parameters implicit in CATANOVA, subsequently linking them to a
generalisation of Wright’s FST known as GST (Nei 1973; Nei 1987). Through simulation
studies using actual data sets, we present evidence that a coherent analysis of genetic
variation should be based on a distributional approach, and that the parameters of interest
are best estimated using CATANOVA.
To conclude the thesis, we discuss possible future extensions of the current work in Chap-
ter 5. The appendices contain data from the relevant sources to ease checking of results.
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All computations and production of figures were carried out using R Version 2.6.1 (R De-
velopment Core Team 2007). The complete set of R scripts used for performing simulations
and nontrivial calculations in this thesis can be obtained from me (mrtfkhang@yahoo.com).
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CHAPTER 2
2.1.0. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important technical breakthroughs in biology - the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR), is responsible for directing much of biological research effort towards the
molecular level. Invented by Kary Mullis (Saiki et al. 1985) more than two decades ago,
today PCR-based molecular techniques are the mainstays in genetic research programmes.
Previously, genotypes of diploid organisms had to be inferred from protein mobility studies.
This restriction severely limited the scope of studies in genetic variation to the subset
of protein-coding loci. With PCR-based methods, researchers can now study almost any
section of the genome. A consequence of this development is the availability of large amounts
of genetic data that require new methods of analysis, thus spurring concurrent development
in statistical research.
In this chapter, we study estimation problems that arise from the use of data generated
from certain PCR-based methods such as random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD;
Williams et al. 1990) and amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP; Vos et al.
1995). These methods can rapidly sample large numbers of loci in the genome, making
them valuable tools in studying genetic variation. In addition, loci scored using these
methods often show much higher levels of polymorphism compared to those scored using
allozyme markers (see Lowe et al. 2004), allowing better resolution of population genetic
structure. Unfortunately, they do not permit unambiguous determination of genotypes at
the sampled loci. To illustrate this shortcoming, let us consider the case of a single locus
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with two alleles: A1 and A2, with frequencies 1 − q and q, respectively. There are three
possible genotypes: A1A1, A1A2 and A2A2, with corresponding vector of relative frequency
(P11, P12, P22). The genotype A1A2, which contains two different alleles, is “heterozygous”;
the remaining genotypes are “homozygous” because they contain two alleles of the same
type. Because allele frequencies are basic parameters in any genetic model, their estimation
is important. With multiple loci, biologists can further estimate the amount of genetic
diversity that exists in a population, using the average of locus-specific heterozygosity. If
unambiguous resolution of the genotypes in the sample is possible, then the allele frequencies






where Nij is the AiAj count (i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2), and n is the sample size. Simple random
sampling induces the multinomial distribution for the genotype counts, thus closed form
expressions for the standard error of qˆ are available. On the other hand, when RAPD and
AFLP are used, one of the alleles (the “dominant” allele, say A1) has a dominating effect
on the other allele, known as the “null” allele. Thus, the genotypes A1A1 and A1A2 are
scored as a band on the polyacrylamide gel, whereas the A2A2 genotype yields no band.
Because of this phenomenon, data from loci sampled using these two methods are known
in the biology literature as dominant marker data. Thus, with the latter, we only know the
sum N11 +N12, and N22. An estimation problem is thus born.
Several methods of estimating the null allele frequency and associated population genetic
parameters have been discussed in Lynch and Milligan (1994) and Zhivotovsky (1999). An
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understanding of the limits of inference using dominant marker data requires a comparison
of the theoretical properties of these estimators. Four assumptions are central in their
derivation. First, the loci are biallelic. Second, each fragment on the polyacrylamide gel
corresponds to one unique locus. Third, the genotype proportions obey the HW proportions.
Fourth, the allele frequencies of multiple loci are stochastically independent.












Be(0.25,0.25) : Deep U
Be(0.80,0.80) : Shallow U
Be(0.20, 2.00) : Inverse J
Be(2.00,0.20) : J
Figure 2.1.0.1. Some distribution profiles of the beta distribution with parameters a,b (abbreviation:
Be(a, b)).
Zhivotovsky (1999) is the first to empirically compare three estimators: the square root,
the Lynch and Milligan (LM) and Bayes estimators, using RAPD data from Szmidt et al.
(1996). Using a beta prior on the distribution of null homozygote proportion (Q = q2),
he showed that the Bayes estimates of average heterozygosity and Nei’s genetic distance
(see Nei 1987) were closest to corresponding estimates calculated using codominant data.
Krauss (2000a) showed that, if the distribution ofQ has a J-shaped beta distribution (Figure
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2.1.0.1), then estimates of average heterozygosity using all three estimators are close. The





a−1(1−Q)b−1 , if 0 < Q < 1;
0 , otherwise.
The findings we have just described provide examples of occasions when analyses using
dominant marker data are fruitful. A comparative study of dominant data-based candidate
estimators of population genetic parameters, however, is necessary to objectively assess
their strength and shortcoming. Another complication is the issue of ascertainment bias
(see Foll et al. 2008). The latter refers to bias induced by two sources: the dominant
marker-based methodology itself, and the exclusion of scored loci with null homozygote
count less than a fixed integer from further analysis. Whereas the second source can be
eliminated, the first one is intrinsic because scored loci that contain only null homozygotes
in a sample cannot be detected on the polyacrylamide gel. These issues, which have not
been adequately addressed in the literature, will be dealt with in this thesis. We begin with
a discussion of the statistical properties of estimators of null allele frequency in Section 2.2.0.
Next, we extend our discussion to estimation of locus-specific heterozygosity in Section 2.3.0.
In Section 2.4.0, we propose a method for correcting ascertainment bias when estimating
average heterozygosity. Section 2.5.0 contains worked examples for illustrating results in the
preceding sections. Section 2.6.0 contains discussion of key assumptions used in developing
the present estimation theory. Finally, a summary of this chapter is given in Section 2.7.0.
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2.2.0. ESTIMATORS OF NULL ALLELE FREQUENCY: BACKGROUND
The estimation of allele frequencies is central in population genetics. In the biology
literature, three estimators of the null allele frequency have been proposed.
1. Square Root Estimator
Let X be the null homozygote count under binomial sampling of n individuals with success






Before the work of Lynch and Milligan (1994) became well-known, estimator (2.2.0.1) was
widely used in the biology literature after the advent of RAPD and AFLP techniques
(see for example, Liu and Furnier 1993). Interestingly, the square root estimator is the
maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of q derived using the expectation-maximisation (EM)
algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977; see alsoWeir 1996). In general, closed form expressions are
not possible because of the EM algorithm’s iterative nature. Nevertheless, this particular
problem is an exception and has a simple explanation. If codominant data are avalailable,
then q can be estimated using (2.1.0.1). With dominant data, we only know N12 + N11 =
n−X , and N22 = X . Let q0 be the initial starting value used in the EM algorithm. At the
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end of the first iteration, we have
q1 =





















which is then used as the starting value in the second iteration. Thus, convergence of the












Rearranging the terms in q˜ yields the solution (2.2.0.1).
Since the square root transform is concave, Jensen’s inequality implies that the expec-














where equality holds in the case of a degenerate binomial distribution. Using Taylor expan-
sion of
√
X/n around E(X/n) = q2, the approximate bias is given by




indicating potentially large negative bias if nq2 is small.
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2. Lynch and Milligan (LM) Estimator










which has approximate sampling variance




The estimator (2.2.0.2) is derived using Taylor expansion. This estimator is an improvement
of (2.2.0.1) particularly when nq2 > 3, where it has negligible bias; the bias is also relatively
smaller than that of (2.2.0.1) when nq2 < 3. Based on these findings, Lynch and Milligan
(1994) proposed that only loci satistfying the inequality nq2 > 3 be used in further analysis.
This proposition, however, may severely reduce the number of loci available for further
analysis. Moreover, the deliberate omission of loci that have low null allele frequency leads
to questionable objectivity of the resultant estimates of population genetic parameters.
3. Bayes Estimator
Zhivotovsky (1999) derived the Bayes estimator
qˆB =
B(X + a+ 1/2, n−X + b)
B(X + a, n−X + b) , (2.2.0.4)
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with sampling variance reported (incorrectly) as
Var(qˆB) =
B(nq2 + a+ 1, n(1− q2) + b)
B(nq2 + a, n(1− q2) + b) −
{
B(nq2 + a+ 1/2, n(1− q2) + b)
B(nq2 + a, n(1− q2) + b)
}2
. (2.2.0.5)
The Bayes estimator assumes a beta prior distribution with parameters a, b (denoted as
Be(a, b)) on Q. When a = 1/2 and b = 1, the prior is uninformative for q, but corresponds
to an inverse J-shaped profile for Q. An empirical Bayes approach (Note 4 in Zhivotovsky
1999; see also Maritz and Lwin 1989; Carlin and Louis 2000) can be used to estimate a
and b from multilocus data via the method of moments or ML. Assuming independence of
the sampled loci, the unconditional distribution of X is beta-binomial (see Johnson et al.
1992), with probability mass function





B(x + a, n− x+ b)
B(a, b)
, (2.2.0.6)
where x = 0, 1, . . . , n. For m observed loci, the likelihood function is L =
∏m
i=1 P(X = xi),
and the ML estimates aˆ and bˆ are obtained by maximising logL.
In the next subsection, we propose a modification to these three estimators, and intro-
duce a new estimator. We then compare the statistical properties of these estimators in
terms of their bias, standard error (SE) and root mean square error (RMSE).
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2.2.1. ESTIMATORS OF NULL ALLELE FREQUENCY: NEW RESULTS
Generally, unbiasedness and minimum variance are two commonly employed yardsticks
for judging the desirability of an estimator. Depending on the nature of the data and the
statistical model, estimators that have these properties may or may not exist. We show
that under binomial sampling of null homozygotes, unbiased estimators of the null allele
frequency do not exist when dominant marker data are used.
Proposition 2.2.1.1. Let X be the null homozygote count for a locus under binomial sampling
of size n with probability q2. Further suppose that the HW proportions hold in the locus


























which is an even degree polynomial of q. This completes the proof. 
The preceding proposition implies that one must abandon the search for unbiased estima-
tors. A reasonable criterion that considers the trade-off between bias and variance is the
mean square error (MSE), which is the sum of bias squared and variance (see Kendall and
Stuart 1979). Among a set of candidate estimators, it seems reasonable that we should
look for one that has minimum MSE over the entire parameter space. We shall use the
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square root of MSE (RMSE) because it is on the same scale as the bias. Another criterion
for judging the performance of an estimator is the minimax principle (see Bickel and Dok-
sum 2001). According to this principle, an estimator g′(X) that has the smallest possible
maximum risk, that is,
sup
q





where R(q, g(X)) is the risk function, is preferred. The risk function is defined as the
expectation of the loss function. Under squared error loss, the latter is given by (g(X)−q)2.
Subsequently, R(q, g(X)) = E(g(X) − q)2 = MSE. Because the (positive) square root
transformation in monotone, we can also use the square root of the risk function, hence
we search for estimators with smallest maximum RMSE over the parameter space. The
minimax criterion offers the security of protection against the worst possible case, but may
be too conservative.
In Section 2.2.0, we note that estimators (2.2.0.2) and (2.2.0.4) are improvements over
(2.2.0.1) insofar as bias is concerned. It is then natural to construct a less biased estimator
using the jackknife method (Quenouille 1956). The latter is a general bias-reduction method
that allows bias reduction to any desired level. In practice, it is probably necessary to
accomodate some bias since excessive bias reduction leads to problems of variance inflation
(Doss and Sethuraman 1989). The construction of a jackknife estimator (for more details,
see Kendall and Stuart 1979; Weir 1996) proceeds as follows. Let Tn be an estimator of q
using all n observations in the sample. The first order jackknife estimator, which has bias
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of order 1/n2, is given by
T (1)n = nTn − (n− 1)T¯n−1,
where T¯n−1 is a weighted average of the same estimators of q using only n− 1 observations.
Let Tn =
√
X/n; it follows that


















, if X > 0;
0 , otherwise.
(2.2.1.1)
In cases where the expected null homozygote count nq2 < 1 for a large proportion of
loci, sampling variation very likely accounts for most observed zero counts. Except (2.2.0.4),
estimators (2.2.0.1), (2.2.0.2) and (2.2.1.1) always estimate q as 0 whenever X = 0; these
estimates are therefore negatively biased. We propose the following heuristics for correcting
the negative bias. The inequality nq
2
< 1 implies that 0 < q < 1/
√
n. Let us suppose that
all points within this interval are equally likely to be the true q. If we take the median
point 1/(2
√
n) as qˆ, then this estimate is three times more likely to have smaller absolute
error compared to 0. More precisely, estimating q as 0 instead of 1/(2
√
n) yields smaller
absolute error only when the true q is between 0 and 1/(4
√
n) ; otherwise, the median point
1/(2
√
n) always beats 0 in terms of smaller absolute error. Applying this “zero-correction”
heuristics to estimators (2.2.0.1), (2.2.0.2) and (2.2.1.1), we have
qˆ∗SR =






, if X = 0;
0 , otherwise.
(2.2.1.2)
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qˆ∗LM =
















, if X = 0;
0 , otherwise.
(2.2.1.4)
Since all estimators have negligible bias and SE when n is large, we focus our comparison
of estimators (2.2.0.1), (2.2.0.2), (2.2.0.4), (2.2.1.1), (2.2.1.2), (2.2.1.3) and (2.2.1.4) using









q2(1− q2)n−x − q,
where qˆ is the null allele estimator of interest. Note that, instead of using the beta-binomial
distribution for X , we have used the binomial distribution. The assumption of a prior
distribution on Q is merely a means for generating a feasible estimator of q; it does not




















and the RMSE =
√
Bias2 + (SE(qˆ))2.
The results of our analysis are as follows.
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1. Bias
From Figure 2.2.1.1, we observe that
I. All estimators have intervals where they outperform or lose out to other competitors.
II. Zero-corrected estimators (except 2.2.1.4) generally have smaller bias than their uncor-
rected forms. They are, however, vulnerable to large positive bias as q → 0.
III. The jackknife estimator has the smallest maximum bias magnitude; the uninformative
Bayes estimator has the largest maximum bias magnitude, and has negative bias as q → 1.
In contrast, all other estimators tend to have negligible bias as q → 1.




















Figure 2.2.1.1. Bias profiles of estimators of q, with n = 20.
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2. Standard Error
From Figure 2.2.1.2, we observe that
I. The LM and jackknife estimators, which reduce bias, pay the price of higher SE when q
is moderately low (0.3 or less). All estimators have similar SE profiles when q > 0.6.
II. Zero-corrected estimators and the uninformative Bayes estimator generally have smaller
SE than corresponding uncorrected estimators.
III. The zero-corrected jackknife estimator has the smallest SE when 0.3 < q < 0.5 (ap-
proximately).
























Figure 2.2.1.2. Standard error profiles of estimators of q, with n = 20.
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3. Root Mean Square Error
Taking both bias and SE into consideration simultaneously, Figure 2.2.1.3 tells us that
I. The zero-corrected estimators and the uninformative Bayes estimator generally have much
lower RMSE than uncorrected estimators, except at small intervals of q (less than 0.05).
II. The zero-corrected square root and zero-corrected LM estimators are minimax. While
the former loses out to the latter when q > 0.3, the converse is true when q < 0.3.
III. The zero-corrected jackknife estimator has the smallest RMSE when 0.3 < q < 0.5
(approximately).
IV. When q → 1, the Bayes estimator loses out to all other competitors.
V. Contrary to Lynch and Milligan’s (1994) proposal, loci failing the cutoff given by nq2 > 3
(roughly q > 0.4 with n = 20) should not be excluded because the candidate estimators do
not necessarily have higher RMSE when q < 0.4 compared to when q > 0.4.




























Figure 2.2.1.3. Root mean square error profiles of estimators of q, with n = 20.
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To assess the relative efficiency of estimators of null allele frequency discussed so far,
we plotted the ratio of their sampling variances to q(1 − q)/(2n) (the sampling variance
of (2.1.0.1); see Nei 1987) against q. As q becomes larger (above 0.5), estimators that use
dominant marker data become more efficient (Figure 2.2.1.4). Furthermore, when 0.1 < q <
0.4, the uncorrected estimators are among the least efficient. In contrast, the zero-corrected
and uninformative Bayes estimators are all relatively more efficient than the uncorrected
estimators. There are short intervals of small q where the estimators may become super
efficient. Finally, equations (2.2.0.3) and (2.2.0.5) are approximations that work well only
in the approximate intervals 0.5 < q < 1 and 0.3 < q < 0.9, respectively.

























Figure 2.2.1.4. Ratio of variances profiles of estimators of q, with n = 20.
As no single estimator is best in terms of having the least RMSE, one may wish to
choose the estimator with simplest form such as the zero-corrected square root. The latter
and the zero-corrected LM estimators are also attractive candidates on account of their
minimax properties.
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2.3.0. ESTIMATORS OF LOCUS-SPECIFIC HETEROZYGOSITY: THEORY
AND NEW RESULTS
Locus-specific heterozygosity (h) is often used as a measure how much genetic diversity
exists in a particular locus within a population (see Nei 1987). Under the HW model, for
a two-allele locus, it is given by
h = 2q(1− q);








where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , s and qi is the allele frequency of the ith allele. When multilocus
data for a single population are available, average heterozygosity (h¯) summarises overall
genetic diversity within that population. A simple method of estimating locus-specific
heterozygosity is the plug-in method - simply replace 2q(1− q) with
hˆSR = 2qˆSR(1− qˆSR). (2.3.0.1)
Since qˆSR is the ML estimator of q (Section 2.2.0), it follows that (2.3.0.1) is also the ML
estimator of hˆSR. The zero-corrected form of (2.3.0.1) is given by
hˆ∗SR =












, if X = 0;
0 , otherwise,
(2.3.0.2)
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where c is a suitable integer constant such that the RMSE after zero-correction is smaller
than before zero-correction. For single locus estimation, we use c = 1, 2. However, as we
shall see later, a more appropriate choice of c is guided by the shape of the distribution of
Q.
To reduce bias, Lynch and Milligan (1994) suggested the estimator
hˆLM = 2qˆLM (1− qˆLM) + 1−X/n2n , (2.3.0.3)
where the second term corrects for bias. Sometimes, overcorrection may occur, yielding
estimates greater than 0.5, which is the upper bound of h. In such cases, the second term
should be omitted. Zero-correction of (2.3.0.3) yields
hˆ∗LM =

hˆLM , if X > 0, 0 ≤ hˆLM ≤ 0.5;











, if X = 0;
0 , otherwise;
(2.3.0.4)
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More precisely, we write
hˆJ =

min{0.5, T ′n} , if X > 0;
0 , otherwise.
(2.3.0.5)
The zero-corrected jackknife estimator is given by
hˆ∗J =












, if X = 0;
0 , otherwise;
(2.3.0.6)
Finally, from (2.2.0.4), the Bayes estimator of h is given by
hˆB = 2
(




We focus on the comparison of estimators (2.3.0.1) to (2.3.0.7) using n = 20. The results
of our analysis are as follows.
1. Bias
From Figure 2.3.0.1, we observe the following.
I. Approximately for 0 < q < 0.4, the zero-corrected estimator with c = 2 has bias which is
about one-half of that of its uncorrected form and zero-corrected form with c = 1.
II. Zero-corrected estimators generally have smaller bias compared to their uncorrected
forms.
III. The zero-corrected jackknife estimator with c = 2 controls bias very well approximately
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for 0.05 < q < 1.
IV. All estimators considered tend to have negligible bias as q → 1. The uninformative
Bayes estimator, however, shows positive bias when q → 1.



































































Figure 2.3.0.1. Bias profiles of estimators of h, with n = 20.
2. Standard Error
We observe from Figure 2.3.0.2 that
I. The uninformative Bayes estimator seems to have the most desirable SE, which is almost
consistently lower than other competitors’ in the unit interval.
II. As expected, bias-reduction methods like the LM and the jackknife estimators pay the
price of inflated SE.
III. Zero-corrected estimators have smaller SE than their uncorrected forms.
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Figure 2.3.0.2. Standard error profiles of estimators of h, with n = 20.
3. Root Mean Square Error
From Figure 2.3.0.3, we observe that
I. Within each class of estimators (square root, LM and jackknife), the zero-corrected form
with c = 2 is minimax against other competitors.
II. The zero-corrected square root estimator with c = 1 has similar RMSE profile as the
uninformative Bayes estimator.
III. The uninformative Bayes estimator has the least RMSE approximately for 0.1 < q < 0.3
interval (0.1, 0.3). However, it does not perform as well when q is either very small, around
0.5 to 0.6, or close to 1.
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Figure 2.3.0.3. Root mean square error profiles of estimators of h, with n = 20.
As in the preceding section, no clear winner emerges from our candidate estimators. The
zero-corrected square root estimator may be an adequate substitute for the uninformative
Bayes estimator, on account of the former’s simplicity and their similar RMSE profile.
2.4.0. CORRECTING FOR ASCERTAINMENTBIAS IN THE ESTIMATION
OF AVERAGE HETEROZYGOSITY
Up to this point, we have been concerned with the estimation of null allele frequency and
locus-specific heterozygosity. When large numbers of loci are scored, multilocus data are
available, and the empirical distribution of Q can be summarised using a histogram. Taking
into account information present in the empirical distribution when estimating average
heterozygosity (h¯) should help us develop better estimators. For dominant marker data,
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beta-like empirical distributions of Q have been repeatedly observed (Kremer et al. 2005).
Consequently, as a starting point we shall assume that the distribution of Q is Be(a, b).
Under this model, q =
√
















We now describe the nature of ascertainment bias induced by dominant marker-based
methodologies. For the m observed loci, the null homozygote count X must be less than n.
When X = n for a scored locus, no bands show up on the gel, and we would not be aware
of its presence. Consequently, a simple average of locus-specific heterozygosities is biased
upwards because the actual number of scored loci is larger than m. To correct for such bias,
let us suppose that l (a constant) loci have been scored. Let the number of observed loci
be M and the number of hidden loci be K. Treating both of them as random variables, we
have M + K = l. The probability that a locus will be hidden, given its null homozygote




tnf(t)dt = E(Tn) = pi,
where f(t) is the probability density function of Be(a, b). Thus, we have pi = B(a +
n, b)/B(a, b). Note that pi decreases as n increases since B(a+ n, b) is monotone decreasing
in n, implying that bias caused by masking of loci becomes less serious when the sample
size of individuals is large.
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where Xi is the null homozygote count in the ith locus, and I{Xi=n} are identical and
independent Bernoulli (1,pi) random variables. Thus, E(K) = lpi, and E(M) = l(1 − pi).
For any one particular experiment, the moment estimator of E(M) is just m, the number
of observed loci in that experiment. Approximately, we have
m
l
≈ 1− pi. (2.4.0.2)













where Yi = hˆ(Xi)I{Xi<n}. When referring to any one of the Yi, we shall omit the subscript
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using the second order Taylor expansion of
∑l
i=1 Yi/M about E(
∑l
i=1 Yi) and E(M). The
second term cancels off the third in (2.4.0.4). To see this, we first simplify the numerators

















YiI{Xj<n})− l2(1− pi)E(Y )






Yi) = l2pi(1− pi)E(Y ).






is therefore a reasonable one since its error is at most of order 1/l2, which is negligible when
l is large. This leads to
E(ˆ¯h) ≈ 1
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which immediately suggests the following correction for ascertainment bias,
tm(X) = (1− pi)ˆ¯h+ hˆ(n)pi. (2.4.0.6)
We can thus think of correction for ascertainment bias as a linear transform of ˆ¯h. If hˆ(X)
is either the square root, LM or jackknife estimator (see Section 2.3.0), then hˆ(n) = 0.
The expectation of (2.4.0.6) is approximately E(hˆ(X)), and consequently has approximate
bias given by E(hˆ(X))− h¯. Taking a, b to be given, the Bayes estimator is approximately
unbiased, since




B(a+ x+ 1/2, n− x+ b)



















where we have used the fact that the mean of a beta-binomial distribution with parameters
(n, a, b) is given by na/(a + b) (see Johnson et al. 1992). The approximate variance of
(2.4.0.6) is given by
Var(tm(X)) = (1− pi)2Var(ˆ¯h) ≈ m1− pi
(
E(hˆ2(X))− hˆ2(n)pi − 1
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E(hˆ2(X))− hˆ2(n)pi − 1




which yields (2.4.0.7) after simplification. The approximate RMSE is computed in the usual
manner using the approximate bias and variance. For the four common beta profiles con-
sidered in the present study: shallow U (Be(0.8,0.8)), deep U (Be(0.25,0.25)), J (Be(2,0.2)),
and inverse J (Be(0.2,2)), we use constants given in Table 2.4.0.1 for the zero-corrected
estimators.
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Correction factor c for estimators
Beta profile Square root LM Jackknife
Inverse J 2 2 4
J 1 1 1
Shallow U 1 1 2
Deep U 2 2 4
Table 2.4.0.1 Correction factor used in zero-corrected estimators when estimating average heterozy-
gosity under four common beta profiles.





































































Figure 2.4.0.1. Bias of estimators of h¯ according to beta profiles, with n = 20, 100, 200 and m = 100.
Colour legend for estimators: green (square root), red (LM), blue (jackknife), black (Bayes). Dashed
lines indicate zero-corrected forms.
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These figures indicate that zero-correction improves both bias and SE, resulting in superior
RMSE compared to uncorrected estimators. In all four beta profiles, the Bayes estimator
has the smallest RMSE. As n increases from 20 to 200, the RMSE of all candidate estimators
becomes more similar. Note that the magnitude of decrease in RMSE when n increases from
20 to 100 is much larger than when n subsequently increases from 100 to 200. In fact, for
some candidate estimators, the RMSE may even deteriorate slightly when n increases (with























































Figure 2.4.0.2. Standard error of estimators of h¯ according to beta profiles, with n = 20, 100, 200
and m = 100. Colour legend for estimators: green (square root), red (LM), blue (jackknife), black
(Bayes). Dashed lines indicate zero-corrected forms.





























































Figure 2.4.0.3. Root mean square error of estimators of h¯ according to beta profiles, with n =
20, 100, 200 and m = 100. Colour legend for estimators: green (square root), red (LM), blue
(jackknife), black (Bayes). Dashed lines indicate zero-corrected forms.
2.4.1. MAXIMUMLIKELIHOOD ESTIMATIONOF AVERAGEHETEROZY-
GOSITY
With ascertainment bias, the distribution of X is no longer beta-binomial as in (2.2.0.6),
sinceX = n is unobservable. The appropriate probability mass function is the beta-binomial
distribution truncated at X = n,





B(a + x, n− x+ b)
B(a, b)−B(a + n, b),
where x = 0, 1, . . . , n−1. It follows that withm identical and independent realisations from
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B(a+ xi, n− xi + b)
B(a, b)−B(a + n, b) , (2.4.1.1)
and the ML estimates aˆ and bˆ can be obtained using the Nelder-Mead optimization method
(Nelder and Mead 1965; implemented in R). To obtain the ML estimator of h¯, we simply









B(a+ xi, n− xi + b)
B(a, b)
. (2.4.1.2)
Griffiths (1973) discussed procedures for maximising (2.4.1.2). The ML estimator has a
number of desirable properties (see Bickel and Doksum 2001). In particular, it has an
asymptotic normal distribution, and its bias tends to zero as sample size (number of loci
in this case) increases. In principle, its sampling variance can be derived using the inverse
sample Fisher information matrix. In practice, however, the resulting analytic expression
may be complicated and difficult to evaluate, as in the present case. A simpler alternative
is the bootstrap method (Efron and Tibshirani 1993). In this method, the individuals in a
data set are resampled with equal probability to generate a bootstrap sample. Subsequently,
ML estimates of the parameters of interest are obtained from this bootstrap sample. By
iterating this procedure many times, a distribution of ML estimates is generated. The
variance of this distribution estimates the variance of the ML estimator.
The ML estimation of a, b can also be thought of in the context estimation using incom-
plete data, leading to a solution by the EM algorithm. Our starting point is the augmented




























Conditioning on the incomplete data M = m and initial starting values a0, b0, we have
E(K|M = m, a0, b0) = l −m ≈ mpi01− pi0 , (2.4.1.4)
where pi0 = B(a0 + n, b0)/B(a0, b0). For the E-step, we take conditional expectation of
(2.4.1.3) with respect to the incomplete data, and use (2.4.1.4) to get

















For the M-step, we maximise (2.4.1.5) to obtain the ML estimates
(aˆ1, bˆ1) = arg{(a,b)}max(E(logL|M = m, a0, b0)).
These estimates are then used as starting values for the E-step in the second iteration. The
iterative process ends when the difference between estimates from two consecutive iterations
is below a threshold value.
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2.4.2. SIMULATION STUDIES
To assess the accuracy of ML and empirical Bayes estimators of h¯ with or without cor-
rection for ascertainment bias, we performed the following simulation. For each of the four
beta profiles, we simulated 200 random values, and then computed the HW proportions for
dominant homozygotes, heterozygotes, and null homozygotes in the ith (i = 1, 2, . . . , 200)




Qi) and Qi, respectively. We then performed multinomial
sampling from each locus using these genotype proportions and with n = 20. For each lo-
cus, we simulated dominance by pooling counts from both the dominant homozygotes and
heterozygotes. We omitted loci with null homozygote count equal to n to simulate mask-
ing, leaving only mj loci at the end of the jth iteration (j = 1, 2, . . . , 1000). Finally, we
obtained ML estimates of a and b, and subsequently those of h¯, using the Nelder-Mead op-
timization in R. We also compared the ML estimator based on the truncated beta-binomial
likelihood with another based on the EM algorithm. The initial values used in the latter
were randomly chosen from a uniform distribution in the interval (1,5).
Figure 2.4.2.1 shows results of the simulation study. Clearly, when ascertainment bias
is uncorrected, estimates of h¯ are biased upwards. The magnitude of bias depends on the
beta profile. It is most serious in the case J-shaped profile, where a large proportion of
loci have high null homozygote proportions, which induce masking. On the other hand,
ascertainment bias is negligible in the case of an inverse J-shaped profile, where most loci
have low null homozygote proportions. Moderate to low levels of ascertainment bias are
present in the case of U-shaped profiles.
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Figure 2.4.2.1. Distribution of errors under four common beta distribution profiles when estimating
h¯ using four methods: ML with no correction for ascertainment bias (A), ML with correction for
ascertainment bias (B) using the likelihood (2.4.1.1), ML with correction for ascertainment bias (C)
using the EM algorithm, and empirical Bayes with correction for ascertainment bias (D).
RMSE of estimator × 100
Beta profile ML† ML (eq.(2.4.1.1)) ML (EM) Empirical Bayes
J 12.7 4.6 3.8 4.6
Inverse J 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8
Shallow U 3.5 1.9 1.9 1.9
Deep U 8.5 4.5 3.7 4.5
Table 2.4.2.1. Comparison of RMSE (magnified 100 times) of estimators of h¯ with and without
(indicated by †) correction for ascertainment bias based on simulated data.
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Details of the RMSE of the estimators in Table 2.4.2.1 show that, among the three
estimators that correct for ascertainment bias, the EM algorithm-based ML estimator has
slightly smaller RMSE for the case of J and deep U-shaped profiles. This improvement,
however, comes at the cost of increased computation time, which depends on the number of
iterations. Instead of the anticipated monotone convergence of the iterations, we observed
the latter to fluctuate about a putative convergent point (see Figure 2.4.2.2 for an example).
Therefore, we computed the final ML estimates of a, b as follows. Let z > 1 be the first
iteration where |az−az−1| < 10−4. We set the number of iterations to be 200. After running
all of them, we calculated aˆ as
aˆ =
1




the procedure for calculating bˆ is the same.












































Figure 2.4.2.2. Convergence behaviour of iterations of the EM algorithm when estimating a and b.
This data set was simulated with a = b = 0.8, n = 20 and l = 100.
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2.5.0. DATA ANALYSIS
We now empirically verify results in Section 2.4.0 using two data sets: Krauss’s (2000a)
data of an outcrossing angiosperm Persoonia mollis in Australia, and Szmidt et al.’s (1996)
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) data in Sweden.
1. Krauss’s Data
Dr Siegfried Krauss has kindly provided us with the original data set. The sample
from the SUB (Sublime Point, a location in Australia) population contains 21 individuals,
and data from 132 dominant markers are available. Krauss has shown in two previous
studies (Krauss 1997, 2000b) that the HW assumption likely holds in the SUB population.
Observed heterozygosity, which was obtained using progeny arrays, is available in only 116
of these loci, and remains unknown in 16 loci, all of which have zero null homozygote
counts. Because we wish to compare how well estimates of h¯ approximate the observed
h¯, this situation poses a problem. One reasonable solution is to impute the value of h for
each of the 16 loci using the following method. Suppose m loci are sampled, and observed








































where j = 116 and m = 132. We know ˆ¯h′ from the data (0.293), but not ˆ¯h′′. For the
















B(aˆ+ 1/2, n+ bˆ)
B(aˆ, n+ bˆ)
− aˆ
n+ aˆ + bˆ
)
,
using (2.3.0.7). We estimated aˆ = 0.63 and bˆ = 0.38 using (2.4.1.1). Therefore, we imputed
the observed average heterozygosity as 0.285. We used the latter as the benchmark for
comparing the estimates of h¯ based on estimators (2.3.0.1) to (2.3.0.7) and the ML estimator.
An approximately shallow U-shaped beta distribution describes the distribution profile
of Q in the SUB sample (Figure 2.5.0.1). Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test indicates the
adequacy of the truncated beta-binomial distribution (p-value = 0.12, 18 degrees of freedom
(d.f.) ). Without correcting for ascertainment bias, the ML estimates of a, b are 0.86 and
0.85, respectively. All candidate estimators give estimates of h¯ close to 0.285, which is
the imputed observed average heterozygosity from codominant data (Table 2.5.0.1). The
zero-corrected estimators use correction factor c according to Table 2.4.0.1 (shallow U-
shaped). Note that zero-uncorrected estimators return slightly lower estimates. The higher
estimate given by the ML estimator (0.320) relative to 0.285 is probably due to the way
we imputed the observed average heterozygosity from codominant data (using averages),
and not necessarily an indication that it is biased upwards. Overall, estimates of h¯ using
dominant marker data agree closely with the one obtained from codominant data.
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Figure 2.5.0.1. Empirical distribution of the null homozygote proportion in the SUB population,
with fitted beta density (aˆ = 0.63 ; bˆ = 0.38). Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test: p-value = 0.12 ; 18
d.f.
After correcting ascertainment bias, the ML estimates are aˆ = 0.63 and bˆ = 0.38. If we
assume that the true average heterozygosity is the one estimated using the ML estimator
(0.233), then this value is about 0.05 lower than 0.285, as expected for a shallow U-shaped
profile (Figure 2.4.2.1). The zero-corrected estimators have smaller magnitude of theoretical
and apparent bias (see Table 2.5.0.1 caption) compared to their uncorrected forms.
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ˆ¯h ± SE Bias
Estimator Uncorrected Corrected Theoretical Apparent
Square root (uncorrected) 0.258± 0.008 0.201± 0.022 -0.018 -0.032
Square root (zero-corrected) 0.281± 0.008 0.219± 0.024 -0.005 -0.014
LM (uncorrected) 0.266± 0.008 0.207± 0.023 -0.010 -0.026
LM (zero-corrected) 0.289± 0.008 0.225± 0.025 +0.001 -0.008
Jackknife (uncorrected) 0.266± 0.008 0.207± 0.023 -0.006 -0.026
Jackknife (zero-corrected) 0.278± 0.007 0.217± 0.024 +0.001 -0.016
Empirical Bayes 0.296± 0.008 0.225± 0.026 ≈ 0 -0.007
ML 0.320± 0.007 0.233± 0.028 0∗ -0.001
Table 2.5.0.1 Estimates of h¯ obtained using the candidate estimators, with and without correction
for ascertainment bias. We estimated the SE by bootstrapping over individuals (500 iterations). We
assumed that h¯ = 0.233, which is obtained by plugging in aˆ = 0.63 and bˆ = 0.38 into (2.4.0.1). The
(approximate) theoretical bias is the difference between the expectation of a candidate estimator
and 0.233; the apparent bias is the difference between the estimate of h¯ returned by a candidate
estimator and 0.233. The zero bias of the ML estimator (indicated by ∗) refers to asymptotic bias.
2. Szmidt et al.’s Data
To illustrate how failure of the HW assumption affects estimation of h¯, we used a
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) data set from Szmidt et al. (1996). The pine provides an
interesting model for the study of dominant marker data because the cones, which contain
the haploid macrogametophytes (female reproductive cells), are easily available. From these,
the genotypes of sampled loci can be unambiguously determined. As a result, the locus-
specific inbreeding coefficient (F ) (see Section 2.6.0) is estimable in each locus (22 loci), and
heterozygosity can be directly estimated from the proportion of heterozygotes in a sample.
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The estimates of F (Appendix A) show strong departure from the HW assumption, even
though the chi-squared goodness-of-fit test only detects a handful of violations (see Table
3 in Szmidt et al. 1996 and discussion in Section 2.6.0).
ˆ¯h± SE
Estimator SVA KOR
Square root (uncorrected) 0.208± 0.046 0.184± 0.049
Square root (zero-corrected) 0.258± 0.036 0.243± 0.038
LM (uncorrected) 0.237± 0.047 0.205± 0.048
LM (zero-corrected) 0.276± 0.039 0.254± 0.041
Jackknife (uncorrected) 0.248± 0.054 0.197± 0.052
Jackknife (zero-corrected) 0.273± 0.049 0.227± 0.047
Empirical Bayes 0.275± 0.029 0.245± 0.035
ML 0.274 0.241
Table 2.5.0.2. Estimates of h¯ for SVA and KOR populations obtained using the candidate estimators.
Because the complete data were inaccessible to us, we could not perform bootstrapping across
individuals to obtain the SE. Therefore, we calculated the SE by dividing the standard deviation of
hˆ with the square root of number of loci (not possible for the ML estimator).
The empirical distributions of null homozygote proportion in the SVA and KOR popu-
lations are given in Figures 2.5.0.2 and 2.5.0.3. Both are inverse J-shaped, and results from
Figure 2.4.2.1 inform us that correcting for ascertainment bias has negligible effect. This is
true - the ML estimates of a, b with correction for ascertainment bias in the SVA population
are 0.35, 3.74 ; and 0.24, 2.38 in the KOR population. Without correction, the estimates are
identical when rounded to two decimal places, except where 2.38 becomes 2.40. Estimates
of h¯ based on dominant data are not close to observed h¯ from corresponding codominant
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data when there is substantial departure from the HW assumption (Table 2.5.0.2). Szmidt
et al. (1996) reported the observed h¯ from codominant data as 0.444± 0.043 in the SVA
population and 0.343± 0.050 in the KOR population.














Figure 2.5.0.2. Empirical distribution of null homozygote proportion in the SVA population, with
fitted beta density (aˆ = 0.35 ; bˆ = 3.74). Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test: p-value = 0.50 ; 2 d.f.













Figure 2.5.0.3. Empirical distribution of null homozygote proportion in the KOR population, with
fitted beta density (aˆ = 0.24 ; bˆ = 2.38). Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test: p-value = 0.48 ; 2 d.f.
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2.6.0. DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we have hightlighted the strengths and shortcomings of estimators of null
allele frequency, locus-specific heterozygosity and average heterozygosity using dominant
marker data through a comparative approach. Technical issues that arise in RAPD and
AFLP are discussed in Pe´rez et al. (1998), Meudt and Clarke (2007), and Bonin et al.
(2007). It is important to bear in mind that the present analysis rests on several key
assumptions, which we have briefly stated in Section 2.1.0. We now discuss more fully how
each of these assumptions impacts the usefulness of estimators considered so far.
1. Hardy-Weinberg Assumption
The HW model is a special case of Wright’s model (Chapter 3). Under Wright’s model, for
a two-allele locus with alleles A1 and A2, the genotype proportions (A1A1, A1A2, A2A2)
are given by ((1 − q)2 + Fq(1 − q), 2(1− F )q(1 − q), q2 + Fq(1 − q)). The heterozygote
proportion is in excess of 2q(1− q) when F < 0, and deficient when F > 0. In principle, it
is possible to check the appropriateness of the HW model using the chi-squared goodness-
of-fit test (testing for the null hypothesis F = 0); but as shown by Ward and Sing (1970)
(see also Haber 1980), this test has very low power of rejecting the null hypothesis unless
F deviates greatly from 0. Hence, when the null hypothesis is not rejected, it could be
just the consequence of lack of power of the chi-squared test. The pine data example in
Section 2.5.0 highlights the difficulties that one faces in interpreting estimates of average
heterozygosity when the HW assumption fails.
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If F can be estimated using other methods (for example, using allozyme data), then the




Fˆ 2 + 4(1− Fˆ )Q
2(1− Fˆ )
 ,
where Q|X is Be(a + x, n− x+ b). This expectation can be estimated using Monte Carlo
methods. Unfortunately, the Wright model is nonidentifiable when only dominant marker
data are available, thus precluding the estimation F under a frequentist framework.
2. Two Alleles per Locus Assumption
In general, no real difficulty arises if only a few loci violate this assumption, particularly
when large numbers of loci are sampled. If, however, the average number of alleles per locus
is much higher than two, then h¯ will generally be underestimated. Some efforts should be
directed towards checking how well the second assumption holds for dominant markers.
3. One Fragment One Locus Assumption
Several RAPD studies have shown that, at least in comparisons restricted to populations
of the same species, comigration of fragments from different loci (homoplasy) is uncommon
(Williams et al. 1993; Rieseberg 1996). On the other hand, Mechanda et al. (2004)
have cautioned that, comigrating AFLP bands are not generally homologous, especially
in interspecific comparisons. Vekemans et al. (2002) have discussed how the degree of
homoplasy in AFLP markers may vary as a function of fragment size. Dominant marker
data from studies involving different species should therefore be interpreted cautiously.
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4. Loci Independence Assumption
The beta distribution appears to be a useful working model for Q; it is simple and fits many
empirical data well (see Kremer et al. 2005). The apparent good fit of the beta model to
data, however, does not imply independence of loci. In fact, by the pigeonhole principle, at
least one pair of markers must be dependent (located on the same chromosome) when the
number of loci sampled exceeds the chromosomal number of the species studied. The issue
of nonindependence thus arises naturally in analysing data generated using methods such as
AFLP. Lack of independence implies that the standard practice of estimating SE (dividing
the standard deviation by square root of the number of loci) of h¯ is oversimplified. If the
sample is sufficiently representative of the population, then bootstrapping across individuals
within population (Crowley 1992; Van Dongen 1995) provides a means of estimating the
SE without the necessity of loci independence assumption.
2.7.0. SUMMARY
We have examined the bias, SE and RMSE of a set of candidate estimators of null
allele frequency, locus-specific heterozygosity and average heterozygosity. Our proposed
zero-correction procedure for the square root, LM, and jackknife estimators results in esti-
mators that generally have lower RMSE than corresponding uncorrected estimators. These
results invalidate a previous proposition by Lynch and Milligan (1994), which recommends
that only loci with null homozygote counts satisfying the inequality nq2 > 3 be included
in further analysis. We have also elaborated a theory for estimating average heterozygosity
using multilocus dominant marker data that takes ascertainment bias into account. Two
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estimators of average heterozygosity: the ML and the EB, have been shown to have similar
statistical properties. Both have negligible bias, and achieve minimum RMSE when com-
pared against other candidate estimators under four commonly encountered beta profiles.
Finally, we have discussed key assumptions that justify analysis of dominant marker data
using estimators described in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
3.1.0. INTRODUCTION
In the study of mechanisms of evolution, the mathematical approach has provided im-
portant insights into how populations would evolve, given certain initial conditions. Its
pioneers: Sewall Wright, Theodore Dobzhansky, Ronald Alymer Fisher and John Burdon
Sanderson Haldane (Sturtevant 1965), prepared the groundwork crucial for supporting the
edifice of evolution theory in light of molecular data. With the latter, hypotheses of interest
specified explicitly in terms of parameters of a mathematical model become amenable to
falsification. Much scientific rigour is thus injected into a field that was previously consid-
ered somewhat speculative, due to difficulties in finding suitable data to challenge model
predictions.
Our focus in this chapter is on some estimation aspects of population genetic parameters
arising from Wright’s generalisation of the HW model. While the HW model may yet de-
scribe the genotype proportions of outbreeding populations, it is inadequate for populations
that have other kinds of mating structure. What makes the Wright model a worthwhile
successor to the HW model, is its ability to accomodate several types of mating structures
found in biological populations. Before looking at Wright’s model in more detail (Section
3.2.0), we first describe an important result concerning the effect of population subdivision
on the genetic structure of the total population (superpopulation). This result, known as
Wahlund’s Effect (see Li 1955; Li 1976), is due to the Swedish geneticist Sten Go¨staWilliam
Wahlund. In 1912, Wahlund published his findings on the outcome of the genotype propor-
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tions of a single locus in a superpopulation that consists of K subpopulations. Genotype
proportions in these subpopulations are assumed to obey the HW model. In addition, the
subpopulations are reproductively isolated, that is, no exchange of genetic material occurs
among them. Intuitively, it seems that the HW proportions should also hold in the super-
population. Contrary to this intuition, Wahlund’s Effect establishes that an excess in the
homozygous genotype proportions, with corresponding deficiency in the heterozygous geno-
type proportions, is always true in the superpopulation. In light of Wahlund’s result, claims
that a certain locus is under positive natural selection on the basis of homozygote excess
are no longer adequate. Indeed, we can explain this observation simply as a consequence of
the Wahlund Effect, which is likely to be true since population subdivision is ubiquitous in
nature.
Formally, let us consider a two-allele locus with alleles A1 and A2. For the kth subpop-
ulation, denote the relative population size as wk, and the frequency of the A1 allele as pk.





where νk , the size of the kth population, is assumed to be sufficiently large for all k. Let the
genotype proportions in the kth subpopulation (A1kA1k, A1kA2k, A2kA2k) be (P11k, P12k, P22k)
= (p2k, 2pk(1− pk), (1− pk)2). Assuming that HW proportions hold in each subpopulation,
weighing the genotype proportions in each subpopulations using wk and then summing
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wk2pk(1− pk) = 2p¯(1− p¯)− 2σ2p, i 6= j,











k − p¯2, (3.1.0.1)
is known as the “Wahlund variance”. A more appropriate reference to the latter is the
Wahlund weighted sum of squares, since we usually consider allele frequencies as constants.
We now briefly describe three important aspects of the genetic structure of a superpop-
ulation: number of subpopulations, distribution of gene frequencies (allele frequencies) in
these subpopulations, and the degree of isolation between them.
1. Number of Subpopulations
Subpopulations are groupings of individuals based on one or more criteria; members
belonging to the same subpopulation are more likely to interact with one another, than with
members from other subpopulations. Examples of criteria used to classify subpopulations
include geographical location and ethnicity. In the population genetics context, the most
important interaction between members of the same population is their mating behaviour,
which determines the distribution of gene frequencies in subsequent generations. Several
factors contribute to the emergence of subpopulations. Natural barriers, such as rivers and
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mountain ranges, can severely reduce mobility to the extent that erstwhile interacting groups
no longer do so. Another phenomenon known as isolation by distance (Wright 1943) can
also generate subpopulations in the absence of natural barriers. Populations of organisms
that are short-ranging but dispersed across a wide area often exhibit this phenomenon.
When the subdivision criteria are clearly observable, determining the number of sub-
populations present in a superpopulation is not a problem. On the other hand, cryptic
subdivision criteria such as geographical location often lead to difficulties in determining
the subpopulation membership of a sampled individual. Pritchard et al. (2000) (see also
Falush et al. 2007) have studied the inverse problem of estimating the number of subpop-
ulations present in a superpopulation using a model-based approach.
2. Distribution of Gene Frequencies in the Subpopulations
One way of looking at the evolution of multiple subpopulations is to think of the latter as
a consequence of finite sampling from an ancestral population. Because exchange of genetic
material is confined within subpopulations that are reproductively isolated, the outcome of
the initial sampling is important in determining subsequent distribution of gene frequencies
in the subpopulations. Let us imagine the subpopulations to be founded by a small number
of ancestors (say, 20) drawn randomly from an ancestral population. Consider a particular
two-allele locus that obeys the HW proportions in this ancestral population, with genotype
proportions given by
(P11, P12, P22) = (0.81, 0.18, 0.01).
Suppose by chance alone, all twenty founders have genotype A1A1. The probability of
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this event is 0.812 ≈ 0.015. If these twenty founders are related, the probability may even
be much higher. The A1 allele frequency in the founding population is 1 (it is 0.9 in the
ancestral population), and in the absence of mutation, will remain so as the subpopulation
expands in size. Finite sampling is thus an important factor which may be responsible for
creating subpopulations that have quite different distributions of gene frequencies compared
to the ancestral population.
3. Degree of Genetic Isolation between the Subpopulations
Low levels of genetic exchange between subpopulations may occur if isolation of the latter
is not complete. As a result, two subpopulations may have very different gene frequencies
initially, but given enough time, their differences would diminish (see Li 1955; Li 1976).
Whenever complete isolation occurs, gene frequency changes in the subpopulations are
independent of each other.
3.1.1. WRIGHT’S FIXATION INDICES: THEORY
The assumption of random union of alleles in the HW model greatly simplifies the
parametric form of the genotype proportions. Many mating systems, however, involve
union of alleles that are identical by descent, hence nonindependent. For example, in
addition to cross-fertilisation, many plants can also self-fertilise. Nonindependent union of
alleles implies that we can no longer treat the HW model as adequate. To overcome this
problem, Wright (1943) introduced the idea of correlation (F ) for two uniting alleles in
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diploids. For a two-allele locus, let X1 and X2 be the indicator functions
X1 =

1 , if the first allele is A1;
0 , if the first allele is A2;
X2 =

1 , if the second allele is A1;
0 , if the second allele is A2.
By definition, the covariance of X1 and X2 is given by
Cov(X1, X2) = E(X1X2)− E(X1)E(X2)
= P11 − p2.





P22 − (1− p)2
p(1− p) ,
which on rearrangement yields
P11 = p2 + Fp(1− p);P22 = (1− p)2 + Fp(1− p), (3.1.1.1)
where the subscript k is suppressed for brevity. Note that, to obtain the expression for P22,
the indicator functions X1 and X2 take value 1 for an A2 allele instead. Since the genotype
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proportions sum to unity, by complementation, the proportion of heterozygotes is given by
P12 = 2p(1− p)(1− F ). (3.1.1.2)
Because (3.1.1.1) is bounded between 0 and 1, the correlation of uniting alleles, F - more
commonly referred to as the inbreeding coefficient, has bounds given by
−min(p, 1− p)
max(p, 1− p) ≤ F ≤ 1.
Wright’s model is a natural generalisation of the HW because special cases of F correspond
to particular mating structures in natural populations. When F = 0, all pairs of alleles
unite at random, hence Wright’s model collapses to the HW model; when F = 1, union
of alleles are entirely of those that are identical by descent, as in the case of complete
self-fertilisation in a population; more generally, if outbreeding occurs in a fraction φ of a
population, while inbreeding occurs the remaining 1−φ, then F = (1−φ)/(1+φ) describes
such populations. No complications arise from extending Wright’s model to the case of an
s-allele locus, where s > 2 (see Nei 1987). Different methods of estimating of F have been
proposed by Li and Horvitz (1953), Brown (1970) and Curie-Cohen (1982).
Wright went further with his new model, using it as a scaffold for building a description
of the genetic structure of a superpopulation. He introduced three parameters: FIS , FIT and
FST , which have become firmly established as descriptors of the amount of genetic fixation
(how close allele frequencies are to 0 or 1) in the subpopulations and the superpopulation,
and allelic differentiation between subpopulations. They are known in the biology literature
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as either Wright’s fixation indices, or somewhat inappropriately, as Wright’s “F -statistics”.
A summary of Wright’s work on the fixation indices is given in Wright (1969) and Wright
(1978).
We now briefly describe what each of these indices refers to. With respect to the kth sub-
population, the index FISk is the inbreeding coefficient under Wright’s model; the weighted
average of FISk using wk yields FIS . Next, the index FIT is the inbreeding coefficient under
Wright’s model for the superpopulation. Finally, the index FST is a measure of variation
in the allele frequencies among the subpopulations. Formally, let us consider a two-allele
locus as usual. Wright defined
FST =
σ2p
p¯(1− p¯) , (3.1.1.3)
where σ2p is the Wahlund sum of squares (3.1.0.1); the denominator is a suitable normalising
constant such that FST is bounded between 0 and 1. To relate FIT to the allele frequencies
and subpopulation weights, start with its definition: by (3.1.1.2), we have
P¯12 = 2p¯(1− p¯)(1− FIT ) =
K∑
k=1
wk2pk(1− pk)(1− FISk ).
Rearranging the terms and by (3.1.0.1),
FIT p¯(1− p¯) = p¯(1− p¯)− P¯122
















p¯(1− p¯) . (3.1.1.4)
From (3.1.1.3), it follows that (3.1.1.4) can be expressed as
FIT = FST +
∑K
k=1 wkpk(1− pk)FISk
p¯(1− p¯) , (3.1.1.5)










then using (3.1.1.3) and (3.1.1.6), equation (3.1.1.5) becomes








= FST + FIS(1− FST ),
which leads to the identity
1− FIT = (1− FIS)(1− FST ). (3.1.1.7)
Some special cases reduce the three parameters in identity (3.1.1.7) to only one. First, when
all subpopulations have the same allele frequency, then FST = 0, and FIT = FIS . Next,
when HW proportions hold in all subpopulations, then FIS = 0, and FST = FIT . Finally,
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when any two of Wright’s fixation indices are zero, the remaining one automatically takes
value 0.
An alternative way of looking at Wright’s fixation indices is given by Nei (1977), who
expressed them as ratios of expected heterozygosities, that is,
FIS = 1− HO
HS
,
FIT = 1− HO
HT
,














is the weighted average of expected within subpopulation heterozygosity under the HW
model; and
HT = 2p¯(1− p¯),
is the expected heterozygosity in the superpopulation under the HW model. This perspec-
tive turns out to be useful for building a unified theory of estimation for the fixation indices.
For a comprehensive review of the theory and estimation of Wright’s fixation indices, see
Chakraborty and Danker-Hopfe (1991). It is noteworthy that a set of parameters analogous
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to the fixation indices f (FIS), F (FIT ) and θ (FST ), have been proposed by Weir and
Cockerham (1984). Their sampling model differs from Nei’s with regard to the nature of
the study populations, which are assumed to be replicate populations from a universe of
populations.
3.1.2. WRIGHT’S FIXATION INDICES: ESTIMATION
To test hypotheses regarding the population genetic structure of a species, Wright’s
fixation indices must be estimated using suitable data. Apparently, Wright’s pursuit of the
theoretical implications of his model meant that less attention went into the estimation
aspect of his fixation indices. Nei’s alternative perspective on Wright’s fixation indices
proved to be pivotal, for it set up a framework fror the systematic derivation of estimators of
Wright’s fixation indices (Nei and Chesser 1983). Formally, let Nijk be the AiAj genotype
counts in the kth subpopulation, and Nk the latter’s sample size, with i, j = 1, 2 and
k = 1, 2, . . . , K. As usual, let pk be the frequency of the A1 allele in the kth subpopulation.
Suppose that wk are known, and a simple random sample of size N =
∑K
k=1Nk is taken
without replacement from the total subpopulation. Assuming large subpopulation sizes, the
genotype counts in the samples follow a multinomial distribution with probability vector
given by the genotype proportions under the Wright model. An estimator of the A1 allele
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and that in the superpopulation, by





both of which are unbiased estimators of pk and p¯, respectively. A result which we shall use
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These estimators are slightly different from those given in Nei and Chesser (1983), because
we do not assume equal weight in all subpopulations as they did. Furthermore, we avoid
their use of an approximation in HˆS and HˆT , which we believe to be unnecessary. The
resulting estimators of Wright’s fixation indices are given by
FˆIS = 1− HˆO
HˆS
, (3.1.2.1)









Because FST ≥ 0, equation (3.1.2.3) seems more reasonable than Nei and Chesser’s original
formulation (1− HˆS/HˆT ), which can sometimes result in negative FˆST , particularly when
both sample sizes and allele frequency differences among the subpopulations are small. The
estimators (3.1.2.1) to (3.1.2.3) are biased, since the ratio of two unbiased estimators is
generally not an unbiased estimator of the ratio. Nei and Chakravarti (1977), however,
argued that the bias is small. Nei and Chesser (1983) did not provide explicit formulae
for the sampling variances of Wright’s fixation indices, but remarked that they could be
derived using Taylor series expansions as shown in Nei and Chakravarti (1977). In this
thesis, we use the bootstrap procedure (see Efron and Tibshirani 1993) for estimating the
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SE of Wright’s fixation indices.
A subtle point in Nei and Chesser’s estimators of Wright’s fixation indices which is
seldom appreciated is the assumption that the subpopulation weights are equal. Without
this assumption, these estimators are not statistics because there is no satisfactory way of
estimating wk from the data under stratified random sampling. Two important points thus
emerge from this observation. First, in principle we may perform simple random sampling
in the superpopulation, use the sample proportions to estimate wk, and then substitute
these into equations (3.1.2.1) to (3.1.2.3). The sampling effort required, however, may turn
out to be practically infeasible. Even with a modestly large total sample size (say 200),
some subpopulations may yield sample sizes that are too small if their relative weights
are light, say less than 5%. As a consequence, the total sample size needed to achieve
an acceptable SE for the estimators is often too large. Furthermore, the subpopulations
may be spatially separated, making simple random sampling a difficult task to accomplish.
Second, we think Nei’s assertion (1977) that equal weights are reasonable because of the
transitory nature of population size requires further examination. The weights wk clearly
influence the values of Wright’s fixation indices. Therefore, if we can find out what those
weights are, they should be used instead of an assumed value. Granted, estimates obtained
using true or equal weights may turn out to be very similar, resulting in agreement as far
as interpretation of the results is concerned. On the other hand, they could be sufficiently
different as to suggest conflicting interpretations.
One way of investigating the effect of the equal weight assumption on the estimators of
Wright’s fixation indices is via a simulation approach, which is the focus in Section 3.2.0.
Using a data set from the Singapore population, where the subpopulation weights are known
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through census, we compare estimates of Wright’s fixation indices obtained using true and
equal weights in Section 3.2.1. The estimation of FST in the case of dominant marker data
is discussed in Section 3.3.0. We summarise findings in this chapter in Section 3.4.0.
3.2.0. ESTIMATING WRIGHT’S FIXATION INDICES UNDER EQUAL
WEIGHT ASSUMPTION WHEN TRUE WEIGHTS ARE KNOWN: SIMU-
LATION RESULTS
We considered the case of a two-allele locus, with three subpopulations. Let pk denote
the frequency of the A1 allele in the kth subpopulation. From Section 3.1.1, we know that
the magnitude (and sign, for FIS and FIT ) of Wright’s fixation indices are determined by
three factors:
1. Allele frequencies in the subpopulations;
2. Weights of the subpopulations;
3. Inbreeding coefficient within each subpopulation.
To construct appropriate simulation scenarios, we divided the first two factors into several
levels, and then considered all possible permutations. Each permutation forms a simulation
scenario. We have kept the last factor fixed (F = 0.2 in all three subpopulations) so that
the number of scenarios are manageable. For the first factor, we defined three levels on the
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where p¯ = (p1 + p2 + p3)/3. Note that 0 ≤ v ≤ 2/9, with the upper bound reached
when p = 1 (or p = 0) in two of the subpopulations, and p = 0 (or p = 1) in the remaining
subpopulation. Thus, allele frequency differences between subpopulations are “large”, when
0.15 ≤ v < 2/9; “medium” when 0.05 ≤ v < 0.15, and “small” when 0 < v < 0.05. Let
p = (p1, p2, p3) be the vector of allele frequencies in the three subpopulations. Table 3.2.0.1





Table 3.2.0.1. Specific sets of p corresponding to three levels of Factor 1 used in the simulation.







as a measure of departure from equal weight for wk. Thus, we constructed the following
three levels: “very unbalanced” weights when 0.15 ≤ u < 2/9; “moderately unbalanced”
when 0.05 ≤ u < 0.15, and “slightly unbalanced” when 0 < u < 0.05. Let w = (w1, w2, w3)
be the vector of subpopulation weights. Table 3.2.0.2 shows the specific sets of w we used
to represent these three levels. Altogether, there are 21 possible simulation scenarios (Table
3.2.0.3).
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Level w u
Very unbalanced (0.025,0.025,0.95) 0.19
Moderately unbalanced (0.15,0.15,0.7) 0.07
Slightly unbalanced (0.25,0.25,0.5) 0.01
Table 3.2.0.2. Specific sets of w corresponding to three levels of Factor 2 used in the simulation.
With the scenarios properly specified, we carried out the following simulation. First,
we calculated the true values of Wright’s fixation indices using p and w from the scenarios
defined in Table 3.2.0.3. Next, we performed multinomial sampling of the genotypes in the
three subpopulations using p, with the vector of genotype proportions specified according to
the Wright model (equations (3.1.1.1) and (3.1.1.2)). We applied equal sample size (30) on
each subpopulation, and then estimated Wright’s fixation indices using equations (3.1.2.1)
to (3.1.2.3) under equal weight assumption. We calculated the error by subtracting the true
value of the fixation indices from their estimates. The bias is estimated using the average
of errors (10 000 iterations). Results of the simulation are given in Figures 3.2.0.1, 3.2.0.2
and 3.2.0.3.
Several instructive facts emerge from the present simulation study. In 15 of the simula-
tion scenarios (indicated by † in Table 3.2.0.3), we found that estimating Wright’s fixation
indices under equal weight assumption resulted in small (less than 0.1) bias. In the remain-
ing six scenarios, the same assumption resulted in large bias for estimates of FIT and FST ;
these scenarios correspond to two general situations:
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1. Large differences in allele frequencies, very unbalanced subpopulation weights;
2. Medium differences in allele frequencies, very unbalanced subpopulation weights;
3. Medium differences in allele frequencies, moderately unbalanced subpopulation weight.
When allele frequency differences between subpopulations are small, even with very un-
balanced weights, the bias of estimators of FIT and FST are less than 0.05 (roughly); and
for FIS , the bias is almost zero. The RMSE of estimators using equal and true weights
also tend be small and close under this condition. Conversely, the equal weight assumption
can occasionally result in relatively large RMSE for estimators of FIT and FST when allele
frequency differences between subpopulations are medium or large (Scenarios 1,2,8,11). It
seems prudent to exercise caution when interpreting population genetic structure using FIT
and FST in the latter.
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Figure 3.2.0.1. Bias of estimators of FIS , FIT and FST under true and equal weights. Sample size
is 30 in each of the three subpopulations.
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Figure 3.2.0.2. Standard error of estimators of FIS, FIT and FST under true and equal weights.
Sample size is 30 in each of the three subpopulations.
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Figure 3.2.0.3. Root mean square error of estimators of FIS, FIT and FST under true and equal
weights. Sample size is 30 in each of the three subpopulations.
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Scenario Permutations
1 p = (0.05, 0.05, 0.95) ; w = (0.025, 0.025,0.95)
2 p = (0.05, 0.05, 0.95) ; w = (0.025, 0.95,0.025)
3† p = (0.05, 0.05, 0.95) ; w = (0.15, 0.15,0.7)
4† p = (0.05, 0.05, 0.95) ; w = (0.15, 0.7, 0.15)
5† p = (0.05, 0.05, 0.95) ; w = (0.25, 0.25,0.5)
6† p = (0.05, 0.05, 0.95) ; w = (0.25, 0.5, 0.25)
7 p = (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) ; w = (0.025, 0.025,0.95)
8 p = (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) ; w = (0.025, 0.95,0.025)
9 p = (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) ; w = (0.95, 0.025,0.025)
10† p = (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) ; w = (0.15, 0.15,0.7)
11 p = (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) ; w = (0.15, 0.7, 0.15)
12† p = (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) ; w = (0.7, 0.15, 0.15)
13† p = (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) ; w = (0.25, 0.25,0.5)
14† p = (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) ; w = (0.25, 0.5, 0.25)
15† p = (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) ; w = (0.5, 0.25, 0.25)
16† p = (0.25, 0.25, 0.5) ; w = (0.025, 0.025,0.95)
17† p = (0.25, 0.25, 0.5) ; w = (0.025, 0.95,0.025)
18† p = (0.25, 0.25, 0.5) ; w = (0.15, 0.15,0.7)
19† p = (0.25, 0.25, 0.5) ; w = (0.15, 0.7, 0.15)
20† p = (0.25, 0.25, 0.5) ; w = (0.25, 0.25,0.5)
21† p = (0.25, 0.25, 0.5) ; w = (0.25, 0.5, 0.25)
Table 3.2.0.3. Simulation scenarios used in the present study. The dagger symbol indicates scenarios
where estimators of Wright’s fixation indices have bias 0.1 or less under equal weight assumption.
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3.2.1. DATA ANALYSIS
To see how well real data bear out findings in the present simulation study, we used a
data set from the Singapore population where subpopulation weights are known more or less
accurately from government census. The multi-ethnic nature of the Singaporean population
provides a basis for defining subpopulations along ethnic lines. Low intermarriage among
different ethnic groups (Lee 1988) means that no severe departure from Wright’s model in
the subpopulations will occur as a result of significant gene flow between them. Historically,
Malays (who also live in Malaysia, parts of Indonesia, and Southern Thailand) have inhab-
ited Singapore for a much longer period compared to Chinese and Indians, the latter being
descendants of immigrants from Southern China and Southern India who mostly arrived
during the 19th and early 20th century.
For comparing discrepancies that arise as a result of estimating Wright’s fixation indices
under equal weight asumption, we estimated Wright’s fixation indices with weights obtained
from a census, and used these as the benchmark. The gene of interest is the two-allele (HP1
and HP2) haptoglobin gene (see Maeda et al. 1984), and the data set (Saha and Ong 1984;
Table 3.2.1.1) consist of haptoglobin genotype counts in a sample of Chinese, Malay and
Indian hospital patients. For further analysis, we assumed stratified random sampling,
although the randomness of hospital samples is probably open to challenge. We shall say
more about the sampling aspect in Chapter 5. We assume that the haptoglobin gene is
neutral, as evidence against this assumption has been lacking despite decades of research
(Carter and Worwood 2007; but see Rogerson 2006). The neutrality assumption removes
confounding effects due to natural selection. The frequencies of HP
1
allele in the Chinese,
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Malay and Indian samples are 0.33, 0.30 and 0.17, respectively.
Ethnicity HP1-1 HP2-1 HP2-2 Total
Chinese 49 238 222 509
Malay 24 89 117 230
Indian 3 32 79 114
Total 76 359 418 853
Table 3.2.1.1. Haptoglobin genotype counts in Chinese, Malay and Indian samples from Singapore.
The difference between the allele frequencies is small (v ≈ 0.005). Based on data from
the 1990 Singapore Census (Singapore Department of Statistics 2001), we assigned the
following weights (in parentheses) to the three ethnic groups: Chinese (778/989), Malay
(140/989) and Indian (71/989). These weights correspond to the “moderately unbalanced”
category (u ≈ 0.10). The SE of estimators of Wright’s fixation indices were obtained by
bootstrapping individuals within each ethnic group (Van Dongen 1995; Van Dongen and
Backeljau 1995; Crowley 1992). Estimates of the inbreeding coefficient in Chinese, Malay
and Indian subpopulations are approximately −0.06± 0.04, 0.08± 0.07 and −0.01± 0.09,
respectively (2500 bootstrap iterations). Table 3.2.1.2 shows that estimates of Wright’s
fixation indices obtained using either the true weight, equal weight, or relative sample sizes
have little difference. As a result, they lead to the same inference regarding the genetic
structure of the Singaporean population with respect to the haptoglobin gene (low genetic
differentiation with low Wahlund Effect). This analysis corroborates findings in our simula-
tion study - that estimators of Wright’s fixation indices under the “small” allele frequency
difference and “moderately unbalanced” weights scenarios (18 and 19) have negligible bias.
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Subpopulation weight FˆIS FˆIT FˆST
Equal 0.005± 0.04 0.03± 0.04 0.02± 0.01
Actual −0.04± 0.04 −0.03± 0.04 0.01± 0.003
Relative sample size −0.02± 0.03 −0.003± 0.03 0.01± 0.005
Table 3.2.1.2. Estimates of Wright’s fixation indices using true and equal weights.
3.3.0. ESTIMATING WRIGHT’S FIXATION INDICES USING DOMINANT
MARKER DATA
In Chapter 2, we discussed the estimation of population genetic parameters such as the
null allele frequency, locus-specific heterozygosity and average heterozygosity using domi-
nant marker data. Since dominant marker data induce nonidentifiability of Wright’s model,
only FST is estimable. Recall that headway in estimation of null allele frequency is only
possible with dominant marker data if we assume the HW model. Because we eventually
find some data sets that show clear departure from the HW model, it may be of interest to
look for conditions whereby FST is robust to violations of the HW model, in the sense that
no conflicting interpretation of the resultant estimate arises.
To proceed, we used a similar simulation approach as outlined in Section 3.2.0. To rep-
resent dominant marker data, we used the genotype count of A1A1 as the null homozygote
count. For estimating the null allele frequency, we used the zero-corrected square root,
zero-corrected LM, and uninformative Bayes (a = 0.5 and b = 1) estimators. To estimate
FST , we replaced the null allele frequencies in (3.1.1.3) with their estimates. Two cases
were covered: one where true weights were substituted into (3.1.2.3), and another with
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equal weights. The results are summarized in Figures 3.3.0.1 and 3.3.0.2, from which we
observe the following:
Case 1. True Weights
I. The bias incurred from using Nei and Chesser’s equation (3.1.2.3) does not exceed 0.05
in all scenarios;
II. When allele frequency differences among subpopulations are small (scenarios 16 to 21),
both bias and SE are small (less than 0.05), independent of whether codominant or dominant
marker were used. In addition, the bias and SE of different null allele frequency estimators
in scenarios 16 to 21 have similar patterns with only small numerical differences.
III. When allele frequency differences among subpopulations are medium or large, it is
harder to predict how the bias and SE may turn out. For a particular combination of
weights, permutations of the weights seem to have effect as well.
IV. The RMSE of the Nei and Chesser estimator is noticeably lower than those of dominant
marker data-based estimators in scenarios 3 to 6.
Case 2. Equal Weights
I. All candidate estimators appear have similar trend across scenarios. The Nei and Chesser
estimator incurs large bias in certain scenarios, particularly when allele frequency differences
among subpopulations are large.
II. When allele frequency differences among subpopulations are small, the bias incurred
from using the Nei and Chesser estimator does not exceed 0.05; simiarly so for dominant
marker-based data (slightly above 0.05 for Scenarios 16 and 17).
III. As in Case 1, the bias incurred when allele frequency differences among subpopulations
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are medium or large is generally substantial; permutations of the weights also have an effect.
IV. The RMSE of the Nei and Chesser estimator is noticeably lower than those of dominant
marker data-based estimators in scenarios 3, 5, 6; but much higher in scenarios 1 and 2.
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Figure 3.3.0.1. Bias, standard error and root mean square error of estimators of FST using codomi-
nant and dominant marker data, with true weights. Sample size is 30 in each of the three subpopu-
lations.
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Figure 3.3.0.2. Bias, standard error and root mean square error of estimators of FST using codomi-
nant and dominant marker data, with equal weights. Sample size is 30 in each of the three subpop-
ulations.
These observations allow us to draw conclusions parallel to those in Section 3.2.1 - that
estimates of FST are easiest to interpret when the subpopulations do not differ greatly
in their allele frequencies. Under this condition, weights are unimportant, and inference
based on estimates of FST using dominant marker data is as good as similar inference that
uses codominant marker data. In other situations (scenarios 1 to 15), the RMSE may be
high or low depending on particular scenarios. Thus, when the subpopulations differ in
their allele frequencies even moderately, estimates of FST that assume equal weights in all
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subpopulations should be cautiously interpreted.
To test predictions based on results of the present simulation study, we used Szmidt
et al.’s (1996) data from Section 2.4.0, where the HW model is likely to be violated in
the subpopulations. Figure 3.3.0.3 shows the estimated null allele frequencies in 22 loci
in the SVA and KOR populations. The estimation is based on codominant data. At one
glance, they differ little, suggesting that FˆST in each locus tends to be small. Figure 3.3.0.4
shows that locus-specific FˆST obtained using both dominant and codominant marker data
leads us to conclude that genetic differentiation among the subpopulations is small; the
largest difference being only 0.09 (locus 5). Estimates of average FST (F¯ST ) are also similar
regardless of whether dominant or codominant data are used.
Data type codominant dominant dominant dominant
Estimator Eq.(3.1.2.3) zero-corrected square root zero-corrected LM EB
ˆ¯FST± SE 0.012± 0.005 0.012± 0.004 0.014± 0.004 0.015± 0.005
Table 3.3.0.1. Estimates of average FST for the SVA and KOR populations, using codominant and
dominant marker data under equal weight assumption.
In a similar study with Canadian white pines (Pinus strobus), Isabel et al. (1999)
claimed that estimates of F¯ST based on dominant marker data were generally inflated, when
compared to ˆ¯FST obtained using macrogametophyte (codominant) data. Unfortunately, we
were unable to obtain the original data set from the authors for verification.
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Figure 3.3.0.3. Estimated null allele frequencies of 22 RAPD loci in a sample of Pinus sylvestris from
the SVA and KOR populations. The loci are arranged in such a way that the null allele frequencies
are ascending in the SVA population.




















Figure 3.3.0.4. Locus-specific estimates of FST for SVA and KOR populations using codominant
and dominant marker data. The loci are arranged in such a way that FST estimates are ascending
when estimated using (3.1.2.3).
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3.4.0. SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have reevaluated Nei and Chesser’s (1983) use of the equal weight
assumption in estimating Wright’s fixation indices. Parameters analogous to the latter: f
(FIS), F (FIT ) and θ (FST ) were defined by Weir and Cockerham (1984), who subsequently
derived method of moment sestimators of these parameters. Because their estimators use
the relative sample sizes as part of the input, we expect them to be numerically close to
those obtained by substituting the relative sample sizes for the subpopulation weights in the
Nei and Chesser estimators. Indeed, Lowe et al. (2004) pointed out that Nei and Chesser’s
and Weir and Cockerham’s method often return estimates that differ little.
Through simulation studies, we have shown that the equal weight assumption is reason-
able when allele frequency differences among the subpopulations are small. If the latter is
not true, then unless we know the weights of the subpopulations, interpretation of estimates
of Wright’s fixation indices is difficult. The effect of small allele frequency differences among
the subpopulations extends to the case of dominant marker data. We have shown that in
the presence of mild departure from the HW model (F = 0.2 in each subpopulation), us-
ing either dominant or codominant marker data with equal weight assumption to estimate
FST leads to congruent interpretation regarding the degree of allelic differentiation between
populations. Finally, we verified predictions of the simulation studies in Section 3.3.0 using
Szmidt et al.’s (1996) Scots pine data set.
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CHAPTER 4
4.1.0. INTRODUCTION TO THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
As a method of data analysis, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) has a long history (see
Cochran 1980); in terms of utility, it is one of the most useful and well-known. Conceptually
simple and yet powerful, it was first invented by Fisher in 1923 (see Fisher 1991) to test
whether different combinations of potato varieties and manure have significant impact on
harvest yield. To ensure straightforward inference of cause and effect, the researcher needs
to have control over the assignment of treatments of interest to the experimental units.
Thus, one of the fundamental concepts in experimental design - randomisation, was to
emerge from Fisher’s work on ANOVA.
After essential features of the ANOVA had been worked out, its widespread use as a data
analysis tool was furthered by the publication of “Statistical Methods for Research Workers”
(compiled in Fisher 1991). Fisher’s book became very popular among researchers in the
applied sciences, because large bodies of data that had hitherto been merely a confusing
mess began to fit into the ANOVA framework. Interest from a wider audience, together with
a high frequency of interaction between data and ANOVA, eventually led to new challenges
in the theory of ANOVA. One such problem is the use of observational data in ANOVA.
Although observational data are prevalent in science, they do not exactly fit into Fisher’s
idea of randomised treatments. Examples are easy to come by - we cannot, for instance,
assign gender to experimental subjects. While we may nonetheless proceed with an ANOVA
analysis in such situations, adopting a more cautious attitude towards causal inference is
probably prudent.
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The ANOVA uses the sum of squares (SS) as its main statistics, which is simple yet
powerful because it allows the partitioning of the total sum of squares (TSS) into its orthog-
onal component SS. In the simplest one-way ANOVA, the TSS is partitioned into the sum
of squares between treatments (BSS) and the sum of squares within treatments (WSS); in
two-way ANOVA, the TSS is partitioned into four components: SS due to column factor,
SS due to row factor, SS due to interaction between row and column factors, and SS within
factors. Hierarchical (nested) designs can also be incorporated into the ANOVA framework.
As an example, consider the case where we have several geographical regions, with each re-
gion containing several populations. The TSS can be partitioned into three components:
SS between regions, SS between populations within regions, and SS within populations. To
summarise the relative contribution of component SS, ratios of component SS to TSS are
useful. In one-way ANOVA, the R
2
measure, which is the ratio BSS/TSS, summarises the
proportion of total variation that is attributable to variation due to treatment differences.
A high R2 tentatively suggests that the treatments have appreciable differences in their
population means, and vice versa.
Up to this point, there has been no need to impose any assumptions on the distribution
of the data. The ANOVA simply functions as an exploratory tool (Eisenhart 1947) useful
for uncovering potentially interesting characteristics of the data. Hoaglin et al. (1991)
describe creative ways of using ANOVA in exploratory data analysis.
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4.1.1. FIXED, RANDOM AND MIXED EFFECTS MODELS IN ANOVA
The development of ANOVA into a formal tool for estimating the magnitude of effects
due to factor levels (or group labels; we use both terms interchangeably) relies on linear
models. The simplest setup is the so-called one-way fixed effects ANOVA (see Searle et al.
1992). An example is the comparison of the effects of several types (the levels) of fertilisers
(the factor) on the yield of some crop. Under the fixed effects model, only levels that are
explicitly considered are of interest. The response variable Yij is assumed to be continuous
and a linear combination of constant effects due to levels (αi) of the factor and a random
error (ij), that is,
Yij = µ + αi + ij . (4.1.0.1)
where µ is a common mean for all levels; i indexes the levels of the factor; and j indexes
observations within the ith level. The errors are assumed to independent and identical
normal random variates with zero mean and constant variance σ2. If we take expectation
and variance on both sides of (4.1.0.1), then we have E(Yij) = µ + αi and Var(Yij) = σ2.
Thus, we can think of all Yij as random realisations from populations that are normally
distributed with mean µ + αi and variance σ2. In the sampling phase, random samples
of size Ni are drawn from the G populations of interest (i = 1, 2, . . . , G ; N =
∑G
i=1Ni),
followed by appropriate measurements. The results are then tabulated in an “ANOVA
table” as follows.
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Source of variation d.f. Sum of squares Mean square F -ratio
Between groups G− 1 BSS MSB = BSS/(G− 1) MSB / MSW
Within groups N −G WSS MSW = WSS/(N − G)
Total N − 1 TSS
Table 4.1.0.1 Standard tabulation of one-way ANOVA results.
Under the null hypothesis that group labels are irrelevant in determining the mean response
(αi = 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , G), the F -ratio has an F -distribution with numerator and
denominator d.f. given by G− 1 and N − G, respectively. If the group labels affect mean
response, then the F -ratio tends to be large, with corresponding small p-value.
In other situations, it may be more appropriate to think of the different levels of a factor
as a random sample from a population of levels within a factor. Under this random effects
model, assumptions on the errors remain the same as in the fixed effects model, but now the
αi in (4.1.0.1) are considered random, with zero mean and variance σ2α. An example given in
Searle et al. (1992) involves a sample of clinics taken from New York State. Since the focus
of inference is on the population of clinics in this state, and not on any particular samples,
the parameters of interest are the variance components: σ2α for group labels, and σ
2
e for
errors. Scheffe´ (1967) gives an example of an hierarchical random effects model, where one
random factor is nested within another random factor (an example is later given in Section
4.3.0). The estimation of variance components under different experimental designs is a
subject of extensive research (see Searle et al. 1992; Sahai and Ojeda 2003).
In more complicated designs, the linear model (4.1.0.1) may need to take into account
both fixed and random effects, resulting in a mixed effects model. We may construct
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such a model using the preceding example as follows. After a clinic has been randomly
chosen from a large population of existing clinics, visiting patients may be assigned several
possible treatments of interest. Thus, the effect due to clinic is random, but the effect due
to treatments is fixed.
The flexibility of ANOVA appears somewhat restricted by the assumption of normality
for errors. While the latter leads to a statistic (the F -ratio) with known distribution, there is
no a priori reason why errors should always follow a normal distribution. Fortunately, with
modern computing power, we can choose to dispense with such a restrictive requirement. By
assuming exchangeability of errors instead, which simply means that the joint probability
density of the errors are invariant to permutations of the errors, permutation tests can
similarly accomplish the objectives of ANOVA. An example of the latter is Fisher’s exact
test for 2×2 contingency tables (see Fisher 1991). For more details on the use of permutation
tests in ANOVA, see Good (1994) and references therein.
The multivariate generalisation of ANOVA, known as MANOVA, further extends the
breadth of the ANOVA framework. Using the covariance structure between variables of
interests, test statistics that simultaneously test the equality of the mean vector in several
groups can be constructed. A good account of the MANOVA can be found in Johnson and
Wichern (2002).
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4.2.0. THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR CATEGORICAL DATA
Important summary statistics used in standard ANOVA such as the mean and SS are
well-defined when the data are continuous. When data are categorical, these statistics are
not well-defined because the scale of measurement is either nominal or ordinal. In order
to extend the ANOVA framework to the class of categorical data, coherent definitions of
key summary statistics must first be agreed upon. Progress became possible after Gini
(1912, cited in Light and Margolin 1971; see also Bishop et al. 1975) proposed the following
definition.
Definition 4.2.0.1. Consider a sample of size N ; and let X = (X1, X2, . . . , XN) be a vector
of categorical random variables with I categories, that is, Xk = i, for k = 1, 2, . . . , N , where
i = 1, 2, . . . , I are nominal quantities indicating a particular category. Denote as Ni the
number of counts in the ith category, where N =
∑I
i=1Ni. The categorical sum of squares








Gini’s definition of the categorical SS is based on the fact that the SS for N quantitative
measurements is equal to the the sum of all squared pairwise differences divided by 2N .
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where the squared difference d2jk = (Xj −Xk)2 is defined as an indicator function,
d2jk =

1 , if Xj 6= Xk;
0 , if Xj = Xk.
Justification for using (4.2.0.1) is based on two desirable properties (see Light and Margolin
1971): it is minimised (zero) if and only if all responses are of the same category; and it is
maximised when each category has the same number of responses (counts).
Based on (4.2.0.1), Light and Margolin showed how to partition the TSS into WSS and
BSS in a one-way categorical ANOVA. Denote Nij as counts of the ith category in the jth
group, where j = 1, 2, . . . , G. The group marginal N+j =
∑I
i=1Nij is the sample size of
group j; the category marginal Ni+ =
∑G
j=1Nij is the count of the ith category in the full
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Light and Margolin further proposed BSS/TSS as the categorical analogue of the ANOVA
R2. They also coined the term CATANOVA for “categorical analysis of variance” to em-
phasize the categorical nature of the data.
Interestingly, the SS as given in Definition 4.2.0.1 is closely related to a well-known
measure of diversity in ecological studies known as the Simpson index (1949) (Pinheiro et
al. 2000). Formally, let i index a set of organisms of different species, obtained under
simple random sampling. Denote counts for the ith category as Ni, with the sample size
N =
∑I


















where pii is the true population proportion of the ith species. Thus, 2SS/N is a consistent
plug-in estimator of the Simpson index ψ. Many ecologists use ψ for measuring species
diversity in a habitat (see Magurran 1988). Intuitively, ψ is the probability of not obtaining
two specimens of the same species in two consecutive random draws. Hence, if species
diversity is high, then ψ is near 1 because the probability of obtaining two specimens of the
same species in two consecutive draws is low.
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4.2.1. HYPOTHESIS TESTING IN CATANOVA
The multinomial distribution is often used for modelling categorical data. If populations
of interest are large enough that random sampling without replacement (done in practice)
is well-approximated by random sampling with replacement (implied in the multinomial
model), then the vector of counts of all I categories in the jth group (j = 1, 2, . . . , G), Nj
= (N1j, . . . , NIj) follows a multinomial distribution. The data are usually summarised in a
G× I contingency table. To test the null hypothesis that the proportions of each category
in all groups are equal, that is,
H0 : pij = pi,
for all i, j, where i = 1, 2, . . . , I and j = 1, 2, . . . , G, we often use the well-known Pearson chi-
squared test statistic with d.f. equal to (I−1)(G−1). Through their work on CATANOVA,
Light and Margolin (1971) proposed an alternative test statistic,
C = (N − 1)(I − 1)BSS
TSS
= (N − 1)(I − 1)R2,
for testing H0. Both the CATANOVA C-statistic and Pearson chi-squared statistic are
asymptotically chi-squared distributed with d.f. equal to (I − 1)(G − 1). In contrast to
standard ANOVA where BSS and WSS are independent under H0, it is BSS and TSS
that are asymptotically independent in CATANOVA. Using a simulation approach, Light
and Margolin demonstrated that, generally, both test statistics lead to congruent decisions.
Small sample comparisons of these two test statistics are discussed in Margolin and Light
(1974).
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It is easy to extend the preceding results to the case of K independent G×I contingency
tables, all with the same sample size. To test the null hypothesis
H0 : pijk = pik,
for all i, j, k, where k = 1, 2, . . . , K, we naturally consider the test statistic






which is asymptotically chi-squared distributed with d.f. equal to K(I − 1)(G − 1). The
practice of combining chi-squared values from independent contingency tables, however, has
been criticized for its lack of power to reject the null hypothesis (Everitt 1992).
4.2.2. MULTIVARIATE CATANOVA
In the preceding section, we discussed the testing of the null hypothesis of homogeneity
of proportions among G groups for K independent categorical variables. More commonly,
we shall have to deal with K correlated variables. If we treat each of the IK possible com-
binations as categories of a single categorical variable, then the analysis can be done using
standard CATANOVA. Unfortunately, even in the simplest case of binary variables (I = 2),
there are drawbacks for this “arbitrary multinomial distribution” approach (Cox 1972).
With modest K, the number of categories can be very large; inevitably, many categories
will have very small expectations, particularly when sample size is small. Consequently,
the usual chi-squared distribution may no longer be adequate for both the CATANOVA
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C-statistic and Pearson chi-squared statistic. Cox (1972) has pointed out that reducing K
variables to just a single variable may also blur important structures jointly specified by
the original K variables.
To quantify the pairwise correlation among K binary variables (see Bishop et al. 1975),
let us consider a 2× 2 table for a pair of these binary variables, Bk (row) and Bl (column),















Table 4.2.2.1. A 2 × 2 table for displaying the joint probabilities for two binary variables Bk and
Bl. The two binary categories are indicated as 0 and 1. Abbreviations: r.m. (row marginal); c.m.
(column marginal).
Where there is no danger of misunderstanding we shall drop the superscript (kl), which in-
dexes the pair of variables considered. The entries of the 2×2 table are the joint probabilities
of the two binary variables,
p11 = P(Bk = 0, Bl = 0),
p12 = P(Bk = 0, Bl = 1),
p21 = P(Bk = 1, Bl = 0),
p22 = P(Bk = 1, Bl = 1),
and the row and column marginals give the probability distribution of Bk and Bl, respec-
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tively, that is,
P(Bk = 0) = p11 + p12 = p1+,
P(Bk = 1) = p21 + p22 = p2+,
P(Bl = 0) = p11 + p21 = p+1,
P(Bl = 1) = p12 + p22 = p+2.
The covariance between Bk and Bl is thus
Cov(Bk , Bl) = P(Bk = 1, Bl = 1)− P(Bk = 1)P(Bl = 1)
= p22 − (p21 + p22)(p12 + p22)
= p11p22 − p12p21,





Although zero correlation does not imply independence in general, it is true for the case of
binary variables. The proof is direct: assuming both column and row marginals are fixed
and positive, Cov(Bk , Bl) = 0 implies that P(Bk = 1, Bl = 1) = P(Bk = 1)P(Bl = 1),
and consequently, P(Bk = u,Bl = v) = P(Bk = u)P(Bl = v) for the remaining v, u = 0, 1,
since there is only one d.f. in the 2× 2 table. The preceding formulation of the correlation
coefficient between two categorical variables is similar to the linkage disequilibrium measure
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(D) between two biallelic loci (see Li 1955). The latter is given by the covariance numerator
in (4.2.2.1), where pij denote the gametic haplotypes. In medical genetics, high linkage
disequilibrium between a marker locus (known position in a choromosome) and the putative
disease locus provides clues to pinpointing the approximate position of the disease locus.
Thus, DNA sequencing efforts can be directed around a manageable section of the genome
that has high probability of containing the mutation that causes the observed medical
conditions.
The resultant variance-covariance matrix for theK(K+1)/2 pairs of categorical variables
is thus well-defined, with the kth diagonal (k = 1, 2, . . . , K) equal to P(Bk = 0)P(Bk = 1),
and covariances equal to the numerator in (4.2.2.1). Standard MANOVA results for testing
the equality of the vector of means in G groups, such as the Hotelling T 2 (for two groups)
or Wilk’s λ-statistic (more than two groups) may then be used, by replacing the vector
of means with the vector of (success) probabilities. The dependence of Wilk’s λ-statistic
on the determinant of the variance-covariance matrix, however, leads to some difficulties
because it is possible that the test statistic is indeterminate for some data sets.
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4.3.0. THE ANALYSIS OF MOLECULAR VARIANCE
Major advances in laboratory techniques during the last few decades have not only made
the generation of large amounts of molecular genetic data possible, but at unprecedented
speed as well. These data are precisely what biologists have been looking for to address a
fundamental problem in the study of biological genetic diversity: the apportionment of total
genetic diversity to several potential sources of variation, such as ethnicity and geographical
origins. Motivated by the ANOVA framework, Excoffier et al. (1992) proposed the so-called
analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) for analysing genetic data. Apparently, they were
unaware of Light and Margolin’s CATANOVA since they did not cite the latter’s work.
Before we describe the AMOVA approach in more detail, it is useful to bear in mind
a major difficulty that arises when applying ANOVA on categorical instead of continuous
data. In Section 4.1.0, we have come across the one-way fixed effects ANOVA, where the
response variable is modelled linearly as (4.1.0.1). Let us consider the simplest case of a
binary variable Xij . Now, if we keep the linear form of (4.1.0.1), then in a one-way fixed
effect CATANOVA where the basic unit of observation is a sample of binary variables, we
should have
Xij = p+ αi + ij , (4.3.0.1)
where p is a common “success” probability for all groups. Clearly, equation (4.3.0.1) has the
form, but not the substance of (4.1.0.1) because of the categorical nature of Xij . First, since
Xij is either 0 and 1, terms on the right-hand side are constrained to take certain values. No
such restriction need apply in standard ANOVA. Second, the variance of the error term ij
is a function of pi = p+αi, since Xij is a Bernoulli random variable with variance pi(1−pi).
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In standard ANOVA, the error variance is not a function of the population mean.
We now describe the AMOVA approach as outlined in Excoffier et al. (1992). They
considered haplotypes of the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) in diploids, which are suitably
represented as vectors of binary variables indicating the presence (1) or absence (0) of
restriction enzyme cuts at particular loci in the mtDNA molecule. While Excoffier et al.
were not explicit about the the basic sampling scheme, it seems safe to assume that they had
stratified random sampling in mind. The populations of interest are assumed to be replicates
from a universe of populations. Within each population, individuals are randomly sampled,
and their mtDNA haplotypes are ascertained using a combination of restriction enzymes.
Depending on the DNA sequence encountered by the restriction enzymes, breaks may or
may not occur at (presumably) random sites in the mtDNA. Thus, each individual generates
a vector of binary variables for a set of K loci, which we denote as x = (x1, . . . , xK)′, where
xi is an indicator function.
With K loci, there are altogether 2K possible haplotypes - certainly a large number
even with modest values of K. Not all of these 2K haplotypes need exist in a population,
and their prevalence or absence is presumably influenced by demographic processes that
occurred in the evolutionary history of a population. In practice, only a small subset of
the set of existing haplotypes is usually observed in a sample of size N . Consider two
individuals j and k from such a sample, with their observed haplotypes given by xj and xk,
respectively. Excoffier et al. proposed a “Euclidean distance metric” between xj and xk,
δ2jk = (xj − xk)′W(xj − xk), (4.3.0.2)
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where W is a matrix of weights for the K variables. If W is the identity matrix I, then all





We shall focus on the special case of W = I because in practice it seems unclear how W
should otherwise be specified. In any case, Excoffier et al. merely assumed that W had


















which is the TSS of CATANOVA for K independent variables, by (4.2.0.3). Depending on
the purpose of the study, the TSS can be suitably partitioned into a number of component
SS. Excoffier et al. considered a hierarchical partitioning of TSS (or SS(T), in their notation)
into SS among regions (SS(AG)), SS among populations within regions (SS(AP/WG)), and
SS within populations (SS(WP)), that is, SS(T) = SS(AG)+SS(AP/WG)+SS(WP). These
SS are used for estimating variance components under the linear random effects model
plkj = p +αl + βk + lkj , (4.3.0.3)
where plkj is a vector of binary variables for K loci in the jth individual belonging to
the kth population of the lth region; p is the unknown expectation of plkj ; and αl, βk
and lkj are “additive, random, uncorrelated” effects for region, within region and within
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The univariate form of (4.3.0.3) was first given in Cockerham (1969). Table 4.3.0.1 shows
an “AMOVA table” (Table 1 in Excoffier et al. 1992) for the case of unbalanced design.
The quantities n, n′ and n′′ are functions of the sample sizes of populations within region
and the number of regions. Except for n′′, the other two are unimportant for subsequent




















where G is the number of regions; ul is the number of populations in the lth region; and
Nkl is the sample size of the kth population in the lth region.
Source of variation d.f. Mean square Expected mean square
Among region G− 1 MS(AG) σ2 + n′σ2β + n′′σ2α
Among populations within regions
∑G
l=1 ul −G MS(AP/WG) σ2 + nσ2β
Among individuals within populations N −∑Gl=1 ul MS(WP) σ2
Total N − 1
Table 4.3.0.1. General structure of an hierarchical random effects AMOVA table.
Retaining the random effects models assumption allows Excoffier et al. to tap into
results derived by Cockerham (1969, 1973). Cockerham’s correlation indices, which are
analogues of Wright’s fixation indices, are defined as
ΦST =
σ2α + σ2β






σ2α + σ2β + σ2
, (4.3.0.6)





These indices do not actually measure the relative contribution of variance components
of interest, since they can be negative. Although the random effects model permits more
general conclusions to be made, it is not clear whether such broad conclusions are actually
sought in studies of natural populations. Very often, researchers compare genetic data
across several populations and limit their inference on these populations alone. It appears
counter-intuitive to assume these populations to be replicates from a universe of populations.
Beyond a superficial resemblance of (4.3.0.4) to the linear model of a random effects ANOVA,
the categorical nature of plkj means that it is unclear what the “variance components” that
follow from (4.3.0.4) really are.
Expressions for the SS: SS(T), SS(AG), SS(AP/WG), SS(WP) are explicitly given in
Excoffier et al. (1992), and we shall not reproduce them here. Instead, let us consider the
simplest case of a one-way, nonhierarchical setup, corresponding to σ2β = 0, and ul = 1 for
l = 1, 2, . . . , G in Table 4.3.0.1, which then collapses to Table 4.3.0.2 (see also Table 5.3 in
Weir 1996). Note that (4.3.0.4) simplifies to n′′ = (N −∑Gj=1N2j /N)/(G− 1) .
Source of variation d.f. Mean square Expected mean square
Between groups G− 1 MS(AG) σ2 + n′′σ2α
Within groups N −G MS(WG) σ2
Table 4.3.0.2. The one-way, nonhierarchical random effects AMOVA table.
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The method of moments estimators of the variance components in Table 4.3.0.2. are given
by (see Searle et al. 1992)





There is no guarantee that (4.3.0.9) is nonnegative; indeed, when σ2α is small but positive,
negative estimates can be obtained. Finally, we note that in the one-way random effects




When the data are continuous, the ratio (4.3.0.10) measures the correlation between two
observations within the same group. It is commonly referred to as Fisher’s intraclass cor-
relation coefficient (see Fisher 1991; Scheffe´ 1967). We are, however, unsure whether Cock-
erham’s definition of this parameter using categorical data is legitimate.
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4.4.0. A TRUNCATION ALGORITHM FOR REMOVING CORRELATED
BINARY VARIABLES
With actual data sets, it is not uncommon to find that the variables considered are
correlated. Exploratory data analysis such as the checking of sample correlation between
variables is useful for assessing the overall level of correlatedness present among our vari-
ables of interest. For binary variables, the correlation (4.2.2.1) is well-defined. Looking
at numbers in the matrix of sample correlations, however, is tedious, even for matrices
of modest dimensions. A graphical summary does the job much more efficiently. Here,
we illustrate the use of a “heat plot”, where entries in the sample correlation matrix are
represented with suitable colour tones ranging from beige to red. Each tone corresponds
to correlation values in the set of intervals {[0, 0.1), [0.1, 0.2), . . . , [0.9, 1]}; with softer tones
corresponding to smaller magnitude of correlation, and vice versa. Only the magnitude of
the sample correlation is taken into account. The use of colour to represent intensity level
is common in biology. DNA microarray outputs, for example, use red, yellow and green
tones to indicate the levels of gene expression.
We now describe an mtDNA data set from Johnson et al. (1983) (Appendix B), which
we shall use to illustrate the truncation algorithm as well as other results in subsequent sec-
tions. Briefly, the data consist of mtDNA haplotypes obtained using a set of five restriction
enzymes: BamHI, HpaI, HaeII, AvaII and MspI. These restriction enzymes induce breaks
at a total of 25 loci, 23 of which are polymorphic (having both presence and absence of cuts).
Samples were taken from populations in Africa (Africans, N1 = 74), Europe (Caucasians,
N2 = 50), East Asia (Orientals, N3 = 46) and North America (American aborigines). We
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used the first three populations only because of haplotype ambiguity in the American abo-
rigines. The proportions of restriction cuts in all sites for each group are shown in Figure
























Figure 4.4.0.1. Proportion of restriction enzyme cut at each of the 23 mtDNA loci for the African,
Caucasian and Oriental populations. The loci are arranged in such a way that their proportions are
increasing in the African population.
A cursory examination of Figure 4.4.0.2 shows that the set of correlated variables (loci)
differs in all three populations. To obtain a set of more or less uncorrelated variables for
subsequent analysis, we may choose to truncate the union of sets of correlated variables
from all three populations. Unfortunately, this approach may discard too many variables.
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African Caucasian
Oriental Total
Figure 4.4.0.2. Heat plots of the sample correlation matrix (all 23 loci) for four populations: Africans,








to obtain a subset of independent binary variables from an initial set K variables (loci).
Here, |rij(g)| is the absolute value of the correlation between the ith and jth variables (the
ij-cell of the sample correlation matrix) in the gth population, and sg denotes the relative
sample size of the gth population. A similar use of the absolute correlation in the study
of gene co-expression networks is given in Zhang and Horvath (2005). If the ith locus is
more or less uncorrelated with other loci, then (4.4.0.1) will be close to 1, which is its lower
bound.
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The vector of proportion of restriction enzyme cuts at each site is given by
p(g) = (p(g)1 , p
(g)
2 , . . . , p
(g)
K ).
Since the p(g)i are unknown, we replaced them with their sample estimates pˆ
(g)
i . For the gth
population, we performed Bernoulli sampling with “success” (presence of restriction enzyme
cut) probability pˆ(g)i in each individual at the ith locus. We simulated the distribution
of Hmax (500 iterations) under the null hypothesis that all entries in p(g) are mutually
independent. Against this null distribution, we computed the approximate p-value as the
proportion of simulated Hmax values that exceed the observed Hmax from the data set. We
truncated the locus that gives Hmax from the set of K loci in all three populations, when
p-value < 0.05. We then iterated this procedure using the truncated set of loci until we
obtained a final set with p-value greater than 0.05.
After applying the truncation algorithm on Johnson et al.’s data, only 16 loci remain.
Figure 4.4.0.3 shows heat plots of the sample correlation matrix of these 16 loci. The
contrast with Figure 4.4.0.2 is sharp - the remaining loci are almost uncorrelated in each
population. Figure 4.4.0.4 shows the approximate null distribution of Hmax during each
truncation step. To verify the independence of these 16 loci, we used them to test the null
hypothesis
H0 : p(g)(truncated set) = p(truncated set),
for all g = 1, 2, 3. From Figure 4.4.0.1, we anticipate rejection of H0 since the proportions of
restriction enzyme cuts appear to be different in a number of loci. On the other hand, if we
choose a subset of the remaining 16 loci where the proportions of restriction enzyme cuts
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are very similar in all three populations ({3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 13}), then we expect nonrejection
of H0. Table 4.4.0.1 shows results testing H0 using the Pearson chi-squared statistic and




Figure 4.4.0.3. Heat plots of the sample correlation matrix (truncated to 16 loci) for four populations:
Africans, Caucasians, Orientals and a total population made up of all three populations.

























































































Figure 4.4.0.4. Simulated distributions of Hmax under the null hypothesis of independence among
loci, during each round of truncation. The vertical dotted lines indicate the position of observed
Hmax in the data set. The p-values are indicated in the main panels of the histograms.
Statistic
Loci Set d.f. Pearson chi-squared CATANOVA C
{1− 9, 11− 13, 15, 16, 18, 19} 32 203 (0) 202 (0)
{3− 5, 9, 11, 13} 12 20.9 (0.052) 20.7 (0.054)
Table 4.4.0.1. Testing H0 for two sets of loci, using Pearson chi-squared and CATANOVA C-
statistics. The p-values are indicated in parentheses.
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4.5.0. COMPARISON BETWEEN CATANOVA AND AMOVA: THEORETI-
CAL RESULTS
In any statistical model, it is important to be explicit about the parameters of interest.
We now show that the CATANOVA R2 is in fact an estimator of a generalised form of GST
(Nei 1973; Nei 1987), which a widely-used parameter for measuring allelic differentiation
between populations.
Proposition 4.5.0.1. Suppose we are interested in G populations of the same species, and we
have a simple random sample from the aggregate population. For a particular locus, consider
the simplest case where TSS is partitioned to only two component sources of variation: BSS
and WSS. Let wj be the population weight, pij be the proportion of the ith category in the
jth population, and p¯i =
∑G
j=1 wjpij. As N →∞, we have













where l,m = 1, 2, . . . , I.
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These results imply that R2 = (2BSS/N)/(2TSS/N)→ γ. 
If the categories are alleles, then γ is GST ; for the special case I = 2, GST is Wright’s
FST (Chapter 3). More often, the categories may correspond to genotypes. In diploids,
a two-allele locus has three possible genotypes, and an s-allele locus has s(s + 1)/2. In
this case, γ no longer measures allelic differentiation like GST , but measures genotypic
differentiation. Similarly, if the categories are haplotypes, then γ is a measure of haplotypic
differentiation. We can therefore see γ as a measure of genetic differentiation at different
levels of resolution, depending on the nature of the categories. Since genotype proportions
are functions of allele frequencies, GST and γ are correlated. Therefore, it is possible to use
γ as a proxy parameter for GST .
In light of this, CATANOVA and AMOVA are different means of estimating γ. Estimates
given by the CATANOVA and AMOVA estimators are correlated because they both use
(4.2.0.3) and (4.2.0.5). Note that if all individuals in all G populations have the same
category, then TSS = 0, and we define R2 to be 0. In practice, stratified random sampling
often substitutes for simple random sampling. As a result, the sample proportions do
not properly estimate wj , hence R2 cannot be a consistent estimator of GST or γ. Even
so, R2 may still be useful in a qualitative sense - when pij are more or less similar for
all i = 1, 2, . . . , I and j = 1, 2, . . . , G, γ is close to zero even if wj differ substantially
between the populations (see results in Section 3.2.0). Thus, small values of R2 obtained
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under stratified random sampling can be reasonably interpreted as evidence for low genetic
differentiation between populations. On the other hand, when pij differ substantially, the
magnitude of wj can impact the final value of γ. Consequently, it is less obvious how one
should interpret moderate to large values of R2 with stratified random sampling.
When multiple loci are available, Chakraborty et al. (1977) showed that there are two
possible ways of summarising the data using FST . In the context of γ, the first way is
to consider the distribution of locus-specific γ, using its mean (γ¯) and standard deviation
(σγ) for data summary. We only need to assume that the loci have been randomly scored;
they need not be assumed independent. Estimation of γ¯ is straightforward using the sample
mean of R2(i) (i = 1, 2, . . .K), and its sampling variance can be estimated by bootstrapping
individuals within subpopulation (Van Dongen 1995). Alternatively, we can summarise


















where l,m = 1, 2, . . . , I , and the numerator and denominator are the same as those in γ
except that they are now summed over all K loci. This compound parameter gives equal
weight to all loci, thus implicitly assumes loci independence. In many cases, however,
this assumption will not be true because of genetic linkage. It seems natural that the
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The next proposition describes a condition where the AMOVA estimator of γ (γˆA) al-
ways returns an estimate that is higher than the one given by CATANOVA (γˆC = R2).
Proposition 4.5.0.2. Let there be G populations of interest, and denote the sample size of the





NG)−1, then γˆA ≥ γˆC .
Proof. It suffices to show that 1− γˆA ≤ 1− γˆC .


































































It follows that AMOVA returns a lower estimate compared to CATANOVA if the inequality
sign in (4.5.0.3) reverses. For the case of balanced design (Nj = t for all j), inequality
(4.5.0.3) becomes








If t ≥ G2 - a condition satisfied in many practical situations unless G is large, then the term
G(G− 1)/(t − G) ≤ 1. Therefore, checking whether the F -ratio exceeds G + 1 provides a
quick way of knowing when γˆA ≥ γˆC .
When γ is small, AMOVA can return negative estimates of γ as (4.3.0.9) is not guaran-
teed to be positive. Conversely, CATANOVA always returns a positive estimate, obviating
the need to rationalise negative estimates that seem out of place when one is interested in
discussing apportionment of total variation to different sources of variation. Note that both
γˆA and γˆC are biased estimators of γ, since in general, the expectation of ratios is not the
ratio of expectations. Whereas γˆC = R2 is a consistent estimator of γ under simple random
sampling (Proposition 4.5.0.1), γˆA is not.
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Proposition 4.5.0.3. The AMOVA estimator of γ (γˆA) is not consistent.

















does not converge to (4.5.0.2). To see this, we note that the term involving WSS in (4.5.0.4)
converges to 0 as N →∞. It remains to check the second term,
(
N − G


























p¯2i ) 6= 0,
where we used (4.5.0.2) in the last step. 
To estimate γ¯ with multiple loci, we can use the sample mean of locus-specific γ esti-
mated using CATANOVA or AMOVA (ˆ¯γC and ˆ¯γA respectively). If γˆA is negative in many
loci, then ˆ¯γA tends to be lower than ˆ¯γC . When the parameter of interest is γM , Φ̂ST corre-
sponds to γMA in the nonhierarchical case (total SS partitioned into just between and within
population SS). Both γˆMA and γˆ
M
C are correlated, and the result in Proposition 4.5.0.2 car-
ries over in the following corollary.
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4.5.1. DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we compare how well CATANOVA and AMOVA estimate locus-specific
γ, γ¯, σγ and γM , via a simulation approach using mtDNA and AFLP (Chapter 2) dominant
marker data.
1. MtDNA Haplotype Data
The univariate CATANOVA analysis of Johnson et al.’s (1983) mtDNA data set, with hap-
lotypes as categories, is straightforward (γˆ = 0.12). Consider the case where the parameter
of interest is γM . Since the F -ratios before and after truncation exceed 2.96 (the lower
bound of (4.5.0.3)), we have γˆMA > γˆ
M
C (Table 4.5.1.1). Regardless of estimation method,
the estimated γM is quite large, more so after truncation, indicating that an appreciable
amount of total variation in mtDNA haplotypes is accounted for by population labels.
Source of variation d.f. SS MS γˆMC γˆ
M
A
Between groups 2 52.9 (30.4) 26.4 (15.2) 0.28 (0.39) 0.36 (0.49)
Within groups 167 137.8 (47.5) 0.83 (0.28)
Total 169 190.7 (77.9)
Table 4.5.1.1. Comparison of γˆMC and γˆ
M
A before and after applying the truncation procedure. Values
for the latter are indicated in parentheses.
What if we are interested in γ¯ and σγ? Figure 4.5.1.1 shows that estimates of locus-
specific γˆA and γˆC do not differ much (note that γˆA > γˆC as seen in the outliers), and
are low in a majority of loci. Both methods subsequently give close estimates of γ¯ and
σγ (Table 4.5.1.2). Whereas truncation of loci leads to rather large changes in γˆM (0.1 or
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Figure 4.5.1.1. Distribution of estimates of locus-specific γ under CATANOVA and AMOVA before
and after truncation. The numbers beside the outliers are the locus labels.
Method Median ˆ¯γ σˆγ
CATANOVA 0.04 (0.02) 0.09 (0.07) 0.16 (0.18)
AMOVA 0.04 (0.02) 0.10 (0.08) 0.19 (0.20)
Table 4.5.1.2. Estimating γ¯ and σγ using CATANOVA and AMOVA, before and after truncation of
loci (in parentheses).
The preceding analyses show that the three possible ways of analysing mtDNA variation
may lead to conflicting conclusions. Both γ from the univariate approach and γ¯ suggest
that most variation resides within rather than between populations. However, γM suggests
otherwise.
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2. AFLP Data
We used three AFLP data sets to study the relation between γ¯ and γM via simulation.
The first one comes from a study of the pearl oyster Pinctada fucata (Yu and Chu, 2006)
at three locations: China (N1 = 28), Japan (N2 = 19) and Australia (N3 = 15). The
total number of loci is 184. The second one comes from a study of a lowland rainforest tree
species Calophyllum ferrugineum at five locations in Singapore (Sim, 2007). These locations
are the Singapore Botanic Gardens (N1 = 42), Bukit Timah Nature Reserve (N2 = 32),
MacRitchie Reservoir (N3 = 41), Upper Seletar (N4 = 8) and Upper Pierce (N5 = 5). The
total number of loci is 159. The third one comes from a study of the endemic plant Scalesia
affinis in seven populations at the Gala´pagos Islands (Nielsen, 2004). For illustration, we
grouped the populations according to islands: Isabela (N1 = 69), Santa Cruz (N2 = 5), and
Floreana (N3 = 50). Where data at particular loci were missing (assumed to be at random)
for an individual, we imputed them using Bernoulli random variables with “success” (band
presence) probability estimated using the remaining individuals in the population. The
total number of loci is 157.
For each data set, we first estimated γ¯, σγ and γM in the data sets using CATANOVA
and AMOVA. Then, we assumed that γM = γˆMC and γ¯ = ˆ¯γC , where the subscript C
denotes estimation by CATANOVA. Next, we generated 1000 simulated data by resampling
individuals within populations with replacement, and then estimated γ¯, σγ and γM in each
simulated data using CATANOVA and AMOVA. To assess the correlation between ˆ¯γ and
γˆM , we plotted their estimates (computed from the simulated data) against each other.
We also compared the RMSE of ˆ¯γC and ˆ¯γA, where the subscript A denotes estimation by
AMOVA.
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The distribution of estimated locus-specific γ in each of the three AFLP data sets is
given in Figure 4.5.1.2. Table 4.5.1.3 contains CATANOVA and AMOVA estimates of γ¯,
σγ and γM in the data sets.
Data set ˆ¯γC σ̂γC γˆMC ˆ¯γA σ̂γA γˆ
M
A
Yu and Chu (2006) 0.070 0.082 0.071 0.054 0.112 0.059
Sim (2007) 0.087 0.118 0.164 0.080 0.139 0.179
Nielsen (2004) 0.201 0.246 0.253 0.251 0.283 0.375





























































Figure 4.5.1.2. Boxplots of the distribution of estimated locus-specific γ in the three AFLP data
sets.
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By plotting γˆM against ˆ¯γ for the simulated data (Figure 4.5.1.3), we have identified
three interesting phenomena. First, we note that γˆM is correlated with ˆ¯γ, regardless of
whether AMOVA or CATANOVA is used. The magnitude of correlation appears to vary
according to data set, being close to 1 for Yu and Chu’s data set (S1), about 0.8 in Nielsen’s
(S3) and about 0.5 in Sim’s (S2). Second, γˆM is larger than ˆ¯γ, thus opening up the possi-
bility of conflicting interpretation regarding the relative importance of between population
contribution to total variation. On one hand, the choice of γ¯ or γM may matter little, as in
S1. On another, they may lead to conflicting interpretation. In S2, values of ˆ¯γ around 0.10
have corresponding γˆM values as high as 0.20, or more if AMOVA is used. In S3, AMOVA
estimates of γ¯ and γM are much higher than those of CATANOVA; around ˆ¯γA = 0.275,
the correspoding γˆMA reaches 0.40. Consequently, if γ
M is used as the parameter of interest
compared to γ¯, researchers would be tempted to take population labels more seriously. The
third point is clearly illustrated in S3, which shows AMOVA returning ˆ¯γ and γˆM that are,
on average, larger than those of CATANOVA by about 0.05 and 0.10, respectively. Hence,
while the magnitude of γ¯ or γM may be nontrivial, using AMOVA to estimate them can
result in attributing more than justified level of importance to population labels. When
estimating γ¯, AMOVA always has larger RMSE compared to CATANOVA (Figure 4.5.1.4).
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Figure 4.5.1.3. Comparison of γˆM against ˆ¯γ using AMOVA and CATANOVA in three AFLP data
sets. Labels: S1 for data from Yu and Chu (2006); S2 for data from Sim (2007); S3 for data from
Nielsen (2004).

























Figure 4.5.1.4. Comparison of RMSE of ˆ¯γA against ˆ¯γC for three AFLP data sets. Labels: S1 for
data from Yu and Chu (2006); S2 for data from Sim (2007); S3 for data from Nielsen (2004).
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4.5.2. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
With simple random sampling, the relative sample sizes are unbiased estimators of the
relative population weight wj; with stratified random sampling, they are not. To investigate
how sensitive estimators of γ, γ¯ and γM are to wj , we used Johnson et al.’s mtDNA data
(with the 16 loci after truncation) as a case study. Assuming that the African, Caucasian
and Oriental populations are equally weighted, that the proportions of restriction enzyme
cut at each locus are equal to those estimated from data, and that categories correspond to
different haplotypes, we have γ = 0.11, γ¯ = 0.08, σγ = 0.18 and γM = 0.37.
Table 4.5.2.1 shows how different estimates of wj affect γˆC . It appears that γˆC can still
be close to 0.11, even if one estimate of wj differs from 1/3 by as much as 0.33. However,
substantial departure is the norm if this difference goes up to as high as 0.63. This result
suggests that minor populations should not be included along with major populations if we
want to preserve the interpretability of γ. Further empirical support comes from analysis of
Harihara et al.’s (1988) mtDNA data (Appendix C), which contain two major populations
(Japanese and Korean), while the remaining three are minor aboriginal populations found
in Japan (Ainu), Phillipines (Aeta) and Sri Lanka (Vedda). Under univariate CATANOVA,
γˆC = 0.04 when all five populations are included; with only Japanese and Korean, γˆC =
0.004, which is smaller by a factor of 10. Among the three minor populations where no
domination by any population is likely, γˆC = 0.07, which appears reasonable as phylogenetic
analysis (Harihara et al., 1988) indicates that these three populations diverged much earlier
compared to Japanese and Koreans.
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Table 4.5.2.1. Effects of different combinations of estimated wj on γˆC . The entries in w are in the
order: African, Caucasian and Oriental populations.
The impact of relative sample sizes on ˆ¯γ, σˆγ and γˆM is shown in Table 4.5.2.2. In almost
all combinations of sample sizes considered, ˆ¯γC is close to 0.08, and σˆγ to 0.18, except in
two cases where the relative sample sizes are very unbalanced. On the other hand, γˆMC is
close to 0.37 only for the first seven combinations of sample sizes. In the rest, the difference
ranges from 0.08 to 0.26. Table 4.5.2.3 gives the true parameter values of γM , γ¯ and σγ
assuming that the relative sample sizes in the first column and the population weights are
the same. The effects of estimating γM , γ¯ and σγ with balanced and unbalanced sample
sizes using CATANOVA and AMOVA are shown in Table 4.5.2.4. Using simulated data
(1000 iterations) with the specified sample sizes, we computed the final parameter estimates
as their mean over the 1000 iterations. The SE of the estimators were computed by taking
the standard deviation of their estimates over 1000 iterations. If γM is of interest, then
AMOVA returns estimates that are substantially biased upwards compared to CATANOVA,
even when the relative sample sizes are the same as the population weights. Both AMOVA
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and CATANOVA return estimates that are close, however, if γ¯ and σγ are of interest.
wˆ = (wˆ1, wˆ2, wˆ3) γˆMC ˆ¯γC σ̂γC
(0.5, 0.25, 0.25) 0.39 0.07 0.17
(0.25, 0.5, 0.25) 0.33 0.08 0.19
(0.25, 0.25, 0.5) 0.34 0.08 0.19
(0.6, 0.1, 0.3) 0.38 0.07 0.16
(0.6, 0.3, 0.1) 0.38 0.07 0.16
(0.3, 0.6, 0.1) 0.35 0.08 0.19
(0.3, 0.1, 0.6) 0.36 0.08 0.19
(0.1, 0.3, 0.6) 0.21 0.08 0.20
(0.1, 0.6, 0.3) 0.21 0.08 0.20
(0.8, 0.1, 0.1) 0.29 0.06 0.12
(0.1, 0.8, 0.1) 0.19 0.08 0.20
(0.1, 0.1, 0.8) 0.21 0.08 0.20
(0.9, 0.05, 0.05) 0.18 0.05 0.08
(0.05, 0.9, 0.05) 0.11 0.08 0.20
(0.05, 0.05, 0.9) 0.12 0.08 0.20
Table 4.5.2.2. Effects of different combinations of estimated wj on γˆM , ˆ¯γC and σ̂γC . The entries in
w are in the order: African, Caucasian and Oriental populations.
The effects of estimating γM , γ¯ and σγ with balanced and unbalanced sample sizes
using CATANOVA and AMOVA are shown in Table 4.5.2.4. Using simulated data (1000
iterations) with the specified sample sizes, we computed the final parameter estimates as
their mean over the 1000 iterations. The SE of the estimators were computed by taking the
standard deviation of their estimates over 1000 iterations. If γM is of interest, then AMOVA
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returns estimates that are substantially biased upwards compared to CATANOVA, even
when the relative sample sizes are the same as the population weights. Both AMOVA and
CATANOVA return estimates that are close, however, if γ¯ and σγ are of interest.
Sample sizes γM γ¯ σγ
(22, 22, 22) 0.37 0.08 0.18
(46, 46, 46) 0.37 0.08 0.18
(46, 10, 10) 0.35 0.07 0.14
(10, 46, 10) 0.25 0.08 0.20
(10, 10, 46) 0.27 0.08 0.19
(33, 16, 17) 0.39 0.07 0.17
(16, 33, 17) 0.32 0.08 0.19
(16, 17, 33) 0.34 0.08 0.19
Table 4.5.2.3. Values γM , γ¯ and σγ assuming that the population weights are equal to the relative
sample sizes. The entries in the vector of sample sizes are in the order: African, Caucasian and
Oriental populations.
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Sample sizes γˆMC γˆ
M
A
ˆ¯γC ˆ¯γA σ̂γC σ̂γA
(22, 22, 22) 0.40± 0.07 0.47± 0.08 0.08± 0.01 0.07± 0.01 0.19± 0.03 0.20± 0.02
(46, 46, 46) 0.38± 0.05 0.47± 0.06 0.08± 0.01 0.08± 0.01 0.18± 0.02 0.20± 0.01
(46, 10, 10) 0.37± 0.06 0.53± 0.07 0.07± 0.01 0.08± 0.02 0.15± 0.02 0.19± 0.02
(10, 46, 10) 0.29± 0.07 0.42± 0.09 0.08± 0.01 0.08± 0.02 0.20± 0.03 0.23± 0.02
(10, 10, 46) 0.30± 0.07 0.44± 0.09 0.08± 0.02 0.08± 0.02 0.20± 0.03 0.23± 0.02
(33, 16, 17) 0.42± 0.07 0.51± 0.07 0.07± 0.01 0.07± 0.01 0.17± 0.02 0.19± 0.02
(16, 33, 17) 0.36± 0.07 0.44± 0.08 0.08± 0.01 0.07± 0.01 0.19± 0.03 0.21± 0.02
(16, 17, 33) 0.36± 0.07 0.45± 0.08 0.08± 0.01 0.07± 0.01 0.19± 0.03 0.21± 0.02
Table 4.5.2.4. Effects of balanced and unbalanced sample sizes on estimators of γM , γ¯ and σγ (SE
attached). The entries in the vector of sample sizes are in the order: African, Caucasian and Oriental
populations.
4.6.0. DISCUSSION
As articulated by Nei (1987), researchers focus the analysis of population genetic struc-
ture on populations of interest because they are mainly concerned with inferring parameters
associated with the latter’s unique evolutionary history. The assumptions in CATANOVA
are basic and do not need to invoke an unfamiliar linear model that uses categorical re-
sponse variable. Indeed, this approach has permitted the definition of a coherent parameter
γ, which measures allelic, genotypic or haplotyic differentiation between the populations,
depending on whether the categories are alleles, genotypes or haplotyes. If between pop-
ulation variation is large, then pij are very different across different populations, yielding
large γ. Conversely, γ is low if between population variation is small. We believe this result
clarifies the importance of Nei’s work with GST by providing an ANOVA perspective to it.
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By focusing on γ, we are able to study how stratified random sampling affects the
interpretability of locus-specific γ, γ¯ and γM . On the basis of simulation results in Section
4.5.1, we suggest that researchers consider reporting γ¯ when analysing either mtDNA or
nuclear data. Boxplots of the distribution of estimated locus-specific γ are useful for visually
spotting potentially important outliers. As we have shown, ˆ¯γ appears to be relatively
unchanged when the population weights are arbitrarily estimated using the relative sample
sizes, compared to γˆM . In other words, it is the parameter that is easiest to interpret when
major populations are analysed together with minor populations. Although Chakraborty
et al. (1977) compared estimates of F¯ST and F
M
ST (γ
M with I = 2), they did not find them
to be too different because the allele frequencies were all very close between populations.
Here, we have successfully demonstrated that the choice of which parameter to use can
influence interpretation of the results when the relative frequencies of the categories differ
substantially between populations.
We wish to emphasize that the problems associated with using γM as the parameter of
interest reduce the latter’s attractiveness. In general, since the loci independence assump-
tion implicit in γM is likely to be violated, additional complications may arise in estimating
γM . As shown in Section 4.5.0, including correlated loci instead of independent ones can
result in quite different estimates of γM . The large changes to γˆM as the relative sample
sizes change is also disturbing because it implies that conclusions are more dependent on
the latter than underlying differences in pij . Currently, many published results still use
“conventional” AMOVA to estimate the Φ-statistics, which corresponds to γˆM in the sim-
plest nonhierarchical case. While estimation of locus-specific γ using AMOVA (known as
“locus-by-locus” AMOVA; see Excoffier 2009) can be done using Arlequin, few researchers
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use it (see Adeyemo et al. 2005 for an example), and even then, summary statistics such as
the mean and standard deviation of the locus-specific estimates are not reported.
Our extensive survey reveals that most researchers interpret the resultant Φ-statistics
as the proportion of total genetic variation that is explained by a particular source of
variation (see for example, Tero et al. 2003; Honnay et al. 2006; Scheinfeldt et al. 2007).
This discrepancy between what researchers are interested in knowing, and what AMOVA
actually offers, seems to have been overlooked. Indeed, whereas proportions are bounded
within the unit interval, in principle no such restriction applies to the Φ-statistics, which can
take negative values. The latter cases are said to be possible in outcrossing species where
genes from different populations are more related to each other than genes from within the
same population (see Excoffier 2009). If this explanation is incompatible with the known
biology of the species of interest, researchers often pragmatically interpret negative estimates
of Φ-statistics as indication that a particular source of variation contributes nothing to
total variation. We believe our findings should help researchers have a clear grasp of the
parameters they are estimating.
Although we have elaborated our findings using a simple nonhierarchical CATANOVA
framework, it is obvious that an hierarchical extension is straightforward. Thus, we have
TSS = BRSS + WRSS + WSS, where BRSS is the SS between regions, WRSS is the SS
between populations within regions, and WSS is the usual SS within populations. Both
TSS and WSS are easy to compute using (4.2.0.3) and (4.2.0.4). To compute WRSS, we
just need to apply results of nonhierarchical CATANOVA on each region, and then sum the
required SS across regions. The BRSS is computed by complementation. The parameters
of interest can be similarly found using methods in Section 4.5.0.
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4.7.0. SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have argued in favour of CATANOVA instead of AMOVA as the
appropriate analysis of variance framework for analysing molecular variation. The sampling
model under CATANOVA considers populations under study as the subject of interest,
and does not need to assume a linear model with categorical response variable. We have
shown that the R2 measure of CATANOVA is a consistent estimator of γ under simple
random sampling. Thus, where alleles are the categories, we link γ to GST , a widely-used
measure of allelic differentiation among populations. More generally, γ is a measure of
allelic, genotypic or haplotypic differentiation, depending on whether categories correspond
to alleles, genotypes or haplotypes. With multiple loci, two measures: γ¯ and γM , are
possible, and we compared the statistical properties of CATANOVA and AMOVA estimators
of these two parameters using a simulation approach. We conclude from the simulation
results that γ¯ is much more robust compared to γM with regards to two aspects: when
stratified random sampling substitutes for the ideal simple random sampling, and when
loci independence cannot be guaranteed. Consequently, γ¯ is easier to interpret than γM .
Finally, we have shown that the RMSE of the CATANOVA estimator of γ¯ is smaller than
that of AMOVA.
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CHAPTER 5
Much of the statistical analysis of dominant marker data still relies crucially on the HW
model. As the results in Table 2.5.0.2 show, violations of the HW model in a majority of
loci considered may seriously skew resultant estimates of average heterozygosity. Realising
the obstacle to standard statistical inference induced by dominance, researchers such as
Holsinger et al. (2002) turned to a Bayesian framework for estimating FIS and FST (Chapter
3). For a general discussion of the efficacy of Bayesian methods in tackling nonidentifiable
models, see Neath and Samaniego (1997). The Holsinger et al. Bayesian approach makes
two important assumptions. First, it is assumed that the distribution of null allele frequency
(instead of null homozygote proportion) in the ith locus over J populations (J > 1), follows
Be(ai, bi). Second, in each population, all loci are assumed to have the same inbreeding
coefficient FIS . It has been reported that estimates of FIS obtained using the Bayesian
approach described in Holsinger et al. 2002 are unreliable (see Holsinger 2003 and Levsen
et al. 2008). Foll et al. (2008) suggested that the problem was caused by failure to correct
for ascertainment bias, and subsequently proposed the Approximate Bayesian Computation
(ABC) algorithm that appears to improve the method of Holsinger et al. We believe,
however, that further evidence is necessary for judging the efficacy of their Bayesian method
in overcoming model nonidentifiability. For example, using data simulated under FIS = 0,
can it be consistently demonstrated that the ABC algorithm always returns estimates of
FIS that are close to zero for different a, b (assuming all ai = a and bi = b) values of the
beta distribution?
We think there is much scope for further research into categorical ANOVA. It appears
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that the theory of categorical ANOVA has been developed mainly along the lines of testing
the null hypothesis of homogeneity of proportions among G groups (Light and Margolin
1971; Margolin and Light 1974; Singh 1993; Singh 1996). Chakraborty (1988) pointed out
that the latter is equivalent to testing FST = 0. For the multivariate case, Pinheiro et
al. (2000) derived test statistics for doing so when the K loci considered are stochasti-
cally independent. Onukogu (1985, 1986) extended Light and Margolin’s work to two-way
CATANOVA. Although testing of the null hypothesis of homogeneity of proportions among
G groups is a worthwhile pursuit from a mathematical perspective, it is unlikely to be of
much value to biologists, since different groups are expected to differ in at least some of
the K loci considered (especially if K is large); failure of rejection is thus a consequence
of low power of the test than the absence of differences in proportions among groups. It is
perhaps more useful to further understand more sophisticated ways of apportioning total
genetic variation to different sources of variation under the CATANOVA framework.
As the present work has demonstrated the deficiencies of AMOVA, and the advantages
of CATANOVA in analysing the genetic structure of a fixed set of populations, it would
be useful to develop software to help biologists attain the gradual shift from AMOVA to
CATANOVA. It will not be long before almost entire genome of individuals are compared
on a routine basis, as recent so-called next-generation sequencing techniques drive the cost
of DNA sequencing further down (New Scientist 2009). Many more polymorphic sites -
probably several orders of magnitude higher than those generated by AFLP, will be found.
With sound grounding in theory, the distributional approach using locus-specific γ should
provide a powerful means of understanding single nucleotide polymorphisms variation in
populations of a species.
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Finally, we note that the sampling aspects of problems involving two-stage sampling
have not been sufficiently emphasised in practical problems. Perhaps nothing much can be
done with the sampling of loci using markers - we can only hope that the latter has been
sufficiently representative such that results that depend on assumption of random sampling
of loci are valid. Conversely, there could be some room for improvement at the stage of
sampling of individuals from populations. For studies of mobile species, the difficulties
involved in trying to obtain a random sample of individuals are pronounced. No general
theory seems sufficient, as the actual sampling will need to consider the behaviour of the
subject species. Things are simpler in studies of plant species. Although the assumption
of simple random sampling or stratified random sampling simplifies subsequent analyses, in
practice random sampling of individuals is often logistically infeasible. Take, for example,
a “random sampling” of individuals from a plant population in a forest. Because sampling
is only possible in accessible parts of the forest, not all individuals are equally likely to be
sampled (Lowe et al. 2004). On the other hand, cluster sampling (see Thompson 2002)
may be more practical. By dividing the area of study into a number of equally sized blocks,
a random sampling of the blocks is first obtained, and then all units of interest in a block
are sampled. This requires much hard work, but the analysis outcome would enjoy stronger
confidence. Under cluster sampling, estimators of parameters of interest no longer have the
usual standard error associated with simple random sampling or stratified random sampling.
These need to be carefully reconsidered.
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APPENDIX A
Locus N H D n Fˆ
OPA9-230 0 (0) 0 (1) 18 (19) 18 (20) - (-)
OPA9-320 11 (7) 7 (11) 0 (2) 18 (20) -0.241 (-0.173)
OPA9-340 5 (7) 12 (13) 1 (0) 18 (20) -0.403 (-0.481)
OPA9-400 2 (1) 7 (15) 9 (4) 18 (20) 0.084 (-0.535)
OPA9-450 0 (0) 13 (10) 7 (10) 20 (20) -0.481 (-0.333)
OPA9-650 0 (0) 2 (7) 18 (13) 20 (20) -0.053 (-0.212)
OPA9-700 0 (2) 12 (10) 8 (8) 20 (20) -0.429 (-0.099)
OPA9-750 0 (0) 3 (4) 17 (16) 20 (20) -0.081 (-0.111)
OPA9-800 0 (1) 3 (9) 17 (10) 20 (20) -0.081 (-0.129)
OPA9-1300 0 (0) 4 (8) 16 (12) 20 (20) -0.111 (-0.250)
OPA9-1380 5 (3) 9 (13) 6 (4) 20 (20) 0.098 (-0.303)
OPA10-410 2 (1) 13 (12) 4 (5) 19 (18) -0.384 (-0.403)
OPA10-480 6 (7) 7 (11) 6 (0) 19 (18) 0.263 (-0.440)
OPA10-520 0 (0) 7 (8) 12 (12) 19 (20) -0.226 (-0.250)
OPA10-600 0 (0) 4 (3) 15 (17) 19 (20) -0.118 (-0.081)
OPA10-750 0 (0) 5 (7) 15 (13) 20 (20) -0.143 (-0.212)
OPA10-800 0 (0) 1 (6) 19 (14) 20 (20) - (-0.176)
OPA10-850 3 (1) 11 (14) 6 (5) 20 (20) -0.125 (-0.250)
OPA10-1200 0 (1) 1 (7) 18 (12) 19 (20) - (-0.004)
OPA10-1250 4 (7) 15 (12) 1 (1) 20 (20) -0.535 (-0.319)
OPA10-1300 1 (0) 8 (13) 10 (7) 19 (20) -0.086 (-0.481)
OPA10-1400 0 (0) 2 (1) 18 (19) 20 (20) -0.053 (-)
Inferred counts of null homozygotes (N ), heterozygotes (H) and dominant homozygotes (D) in the
KOR and SVA (in parentheses) samples, based on Table 1 in Szmidt et al. (1996). The locus-specific





1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
7 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
10 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
11 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
12 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
13 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
14 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
17 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
18 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
19 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
21 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
22 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
23 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
24 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
25 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
26 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
27 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
28 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
29 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
30 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
31 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
32 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
33 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
34 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
35 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
The 35 morphs observed in Johnson et al.’s (1983) study. The haplotype vector gives information
on the presence (1) and absence (0) of restriction enzyme cuts at 23 polymorphic loci in the mtDNA
molecule.
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Morph African Caucasian Oriental
1 11 29 32
2 14 0 0
3 12 0 0
4 9 0 0
5 8 0 0
6 0 6 1
7 6 0 0
8 2 0 2
9 0 0 4
10 4 0 0
11 0 3 0
12 0 0 2
13 0 0 2
14 2 0 0
15 0 1 0
16 0 1 0
17 0 1 0
18 0 1 0
19 0 1 0
20 0 1 0
21 0 1 0
22 0 1 0
23 0 1 0
24 0 1 0
25 0 1 0
26 0 1 0
27 0 0 1
28 0 0 1
29 0 0 1
30 1 0 0
31 1 0 0
32 1 0 0
33 1 0 0
34 1 0 0
35 1 0 0
Total 74 50 46
The distribution of morph counts in the African, Caucasian and Oriental samples.
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APPENDIX C
Morph Japanese Korean Ainu Aeta Vedda
1 57 52 42 33 13
2 4 4 1 0 0
3 3 0 0 0 0
4 2 1 1 0 0
5 2 3 0 0 0
6 1 1 0 0 0
7 1 0 0 0 1
8 1 0 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 0 0
10 1 0 0 0 0
11 1 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 2 0 0
13 0 0 1 0 0
14 0 0 1 0 0
15 0 2 0 0 0
16 0 1 0 0 0
17 0 0 0 2 0
18 0 0 0 2 0
19 0 0 0 0 5
20 0 0 0 0 1
Total 74 64 48 37 20
The distribution of counts of different haplotypes (morphs) in the Japanese, Korean, Ainu, Aeta
and Vedda samples. Data from Harihara et al. (1988). The morphs here do not correspond to those
in Johnson et al. (1983).
